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OVERVIEW

Whether you live in Spokane or Seattle, Colville or Cathlamet, chances
are you know youth who are looking for work--or soon will be. In school
or not, most of these youth are sedious about finding a job. How well
they succeed depends in large measure on how itell they were prepared.

While we know youth_face some real barriars to employment today, we also
know how to help them acquire--and then demonstrate--their, newly learned
skills and experience. For the past several years, Washington state has
been a leader.in preparing youth for employment. Citizens at all levels
have recognized the advantages of investing in human capital:

--school districts offer a wide variety of career and vocational
offerings that provide a basic Core of skills

- -vocational-technical institutes and community colleges provide
specialized training leading to job entry

--locally -managed employment and training programs terget special
services to indiViduals with unique needs

--juvenile justice programs provide transition services to
youngsters in custody

- -and hundreds of employers devote thousands of hours helping youth
try out potential jobs and learn essential work skills

These are just a few examples of how communities across Washington are ,

addressing the challenge of praparing young people for a complex world of
work in the 1980s. Sometimes they use federal, state and local
resources. Most often it's just ingenuity. With today's reduced
funding, the need for coordination.to provide the best services is
clear. The unsung heroes in this process are people like you who are
committed to putting ideas into.action, who have a "let's make it work"
attitude.

Coordinated Services

When programs and agencies work together to achieve a common goal, we say
that they provide 'coordinated services." Regarding youth and the world

- of work, the common goal is to help-young peopleacquire that special
combination of skills that enable smooth transitions between education
and employment.

Rising unempl4ment coinbined with decreasing dollars in education and
training budgets make the task of providing "coordinated services" more
difficult than ever bekore...and far more critical.

The State of Washington.Standards for Vocational Education Programs
specify that the primary.objective of vocational programs is "the
development of competencies that lead to entry level employment as well-as entry into advanced yocational training."



The U. S. Department of Labor goal for youth is to 'establish programs
designed to make a significant long-term impact on the structural
unemployment problems of youth...to enhance the job prospects and career
opportunities of young persons including employment, community service
opportunities, and such training and support services as are necessary to
enable participants to secure suitable and appropriate employment in the
public and private sectors of the economy.'

Because these programs have Such similar goals for youth, there is a
danger of duplicating services. At the same time, these common goals
present the potential for makimizing the available resources for youth.
It is through the coordination of services that this potential can be
realized. The result is increased use of available resources, reduction
of duplicated services and systematic'programming for youth.

4'
Let's Work Together'

In the State of Washington, the Let's Work\Together project was
stimulated by the realization that Vocational Education and CETA-funded
employment and training programs for youth shared many of the same
goals. The purpose of the project was to take a careful look at
successful cases of coordination between vocational education
institutions and prime sponsors. Based on the findings, several models
for coordination wee developed, along with an instrument designed to
measure whether increased coordination actually occurs. During the past
year three of the models were tested--one in a small school district in
northeastern Washington, one in a large high school in the greater
Seattle area and one in a vocational-technical institute, also near
Seattle. In each case, the spegific goals of the Let's Work Together
projet were:

o To improve skill training, job placements and career counseling
services to high school youth by developing or tab-Toying
coordination .between CETg-funded youth programs and vocational
education programs

o To develop methods to utilize more effectively the resources of
'both programs to serve youth better

Audience

This Let's Work Together Handbook is for schools.and youth programs with'
similar goals: helping youth to gain meaningful and Successful
employment. The Handbook sets forth ,current ideas about how to plan and
provide'coordinated services that maximize a young person's chances for
succeeding in today's world of work.
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The kinds of professionals who will find this Handbook most helpful are:

o Employment and Training Program siaff and counselors

o Vocational education directors

Fi

o Instructors in secondary schools ancLvocational institutions

o School counselors

o Career educatord

o Any public.or private agency contact person working with youth
.work experience programs

o Private sector personnel specialists or persons who work with
youth programs

o Staff of juvenile justice facilities

3
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EMPLOYABILITY IN THE 1980s

Introduction

Let'-eNork Together is concerned with how young people fare in the
current ja market. Job seeking in the 1980s is fiercely competitive,
and unemployment rates are skyrocketing. Further, the increase in 'high
technology' can quickly put and keep.a large group of people at a.
distinct disadvantage in the labor market. There were times young people
had more hope. , With job skills, a well-completed job application and a
successful.interview, a young job seeker had.a good chance.
Unfdttunately, those times are'past.

We know that the youth we serve have barriers to employment that can't be
solved by job placement alone. Some young people aren't ready for
placement because they have"problems that keep them from making a better
life forthemselves: medical needs, child care they can't afford,
criminal records or difficulty with the English language. Others have

- never worked. Still others seem to lack motivation.

Nonetheless, most youth will say"that their primary need is Tor 'a job.'
They may need the job for extra money, for a car, or to provide support

' for their family. Some need full-time work to survives and some need a
job to pursue a special interest.

Employability Skills

.We know that what 'a job' means to most youth will change, but life-long
skills they can acquire will help them develop new abilities and new
opportunities. In order"to compete successfully today, the average young
person seeking work needs a special set of skills, abilities and
experiences, i.e., they need more than employment. They need'
employability--a complex combination of competencies that result in the
long-term ability to get and hold a job. What is "employability"?

Many career development specialiptstagree that employability results from
competence in four skill areas:* Pre-Employment Skilli, Work. futurity
Skills, Educational SkIlls and Occupational Skills.

Persons who are competent in Pre-Employment Skills know about a range of
career alternatives and know how to choose among the alternatives. They
know their own career interests and their own strengths and limitations
as they apply to career choices. Finally, they know_hon to seek and
obtain work.

Persons' who have Work MaturitY Skills can demonstrate approPriate work
attitudes and can meet employer expectations of,basic employee
responsibilities (e.g., attendante, carrying out instrdctions);

,
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A person shows competence in 'Educational Skills by demonstrating mastery
of appropriate mathematics and language skills. This person must also
show the ability to apply these skills in employment and training.

Competence in Occupational Skills can be demonstrated at either the basic
or advanced levels. The competent pe;gon has the skills required for.a
specific occupation or a cluster of occupations. Many job skills eke 4

transferable from one setting to another.
4:\

We supply more detail about each of these competency areas on pages 14-16.

When we serve up the question, "Who's responsible to provide these
skills?," the answer tends to bounce in numerous courts: the sChools,
the home, employment and training institutions, the workplace, and human
service agencies. Each can,contribute a different element to the set of
required skills ancLeach can claim varying degrees of suoFess. But not
all youth receive the same services 'from these "service providers." It
can be rather arbitrary whether or not youth, particularly disadvantaged

or "high-risk" youth, actually,achieve that combination of skills
required for success in the world of work.

Employability is developed by program services that meet youth needs for
certain skills. Young people come to you with'different levels of
employability and with different levels of readiness to learn. ()Ur task
(and the answer to their problem) is to deliver the right service to the
right person at the right time. No single agency can provide that range
of services.

To examine and illustrate some solutions, the Let's Work Together project
tested three models that foster "coordinated services" for youth inethe
state of Washington. / .

-

Anticipated Outcomes of Coordinated Services

Let's Work.Together asserts that yoUeb receive the best benefits when the
agencies and institutionS that serve them funétion in concert. This
harmony entails assessing the needa,of an individual and prescribing the
/activities and interventions that each institution can best tailor; it
also means syatematic Communication between the service providers as well
as ongoing documentation and recordkeeping.

We have found that effectiye programs that coordinate services to develop
youth employability skills have many of the following characteristics:

o They are comprehensive; i.e., they ptovide a range of Arvicea
that meet varying needs of young people.

ete

o They use a developmental approach; i.e., they recognize that
;youth have different needs that emerge at different times and
they provide appropriate mixes of services to meet those needs.

10
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o They are individualizedI i.e., based on individual needs as
established by using,assessment pi-ocedures.

o They use written plans such as an Employability Developinent Plan
(EDP) to progressively record the attainment'of employability
competencies; i.e., written plans specify competencies to be
attained and provide a record of Corivetencies successfully
attined.

o They can provide theyoung person.with useful labor market and
training information.

o They are based on a linkage among agencies which seive
youth--schools, employment and training programs, and employers.

The major outcomes of this type of service delivery to youth are:

45a. Cost-eIfective uses of existing agency resources

b. Reduction in unnecessary duplication of seivices

c. Individualized planning,for youth

Rationale for the Let's Work Together Models

The strategy of Let's Work Together was to identify the essential
ingredients, or thg\"building blocks," of coordinated services and to
design-program models that make use of them. Yhese models were designed
for three types of educational settings:

1. A small rural high school

2. A large,urban high school (Comprehensive)

3. A vocational-technical it4titute (Pre-vocational)

Each model was,based on th essential "building blocks" or minimum
chaiacteristics of a coordinated program:

1. AdministrationtOfianization4

2. Services to iputh

3. Educational/EmplVyability Development Servicet

4. Work Experiences

5. Transition-irom School to Work

The next section will discuss these building blOcks.

,
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'BUILDING BLOCKS OF,COORDI ATED PROGRAMS

I.

ThigIseetion offers techniqueA for coordinating services'Around ,the
"building blocks" liseed in the previous sec.tion. Most of these
techniquet are gleaned from the experience;and expertige of the'Let't
Work Together models. Nevertheless, they,are by'nO means the "One and:
,only' answers. -Many persons have discovered other effective techniques,
for successful coordinated programs and they can be just as'valuable for
you as these Atrategies have been for the LWTimodels.

.ADMINISTRATION/ORGANIZATION.

doSuccessful administration and organization require joint"planning
among all agencies, active admillistrative support from all agenqies,
written agreements that are complete and specific, clear procedures'
flr documentation, and open channels of communication for decision
making and policy making.

--f^

\7.TECHNIOES:

Staff Management--One'agency Must assume the responsibility of
assigning a program coordinator..". In a large high school it might be

".

_the district vodakiOnal director.; in a small high school the
responsibility may be more'easily,hssumed by the emPloyment and
training agency. In am model, the key is to make gurg one person in
one agency has the clear responsibilit to coordinate.

.

... ..

Role Definition--When two or More,agencies are involved, it is e e
_Critical to be clear on who is,respOnsible to do what, such as
student recruitment, eligibility certification, recordkeeping, etc., Turfdoti can be overobme. ,The.most successful way to Take this'happen
is by activating ah Interageney Agreement. Some samples,are listed. in Appendix C; usethese a's guidance ba cr&ate.an agreement .that

;
. ..--

best'theets your program's individual needp. , ,
,.

- ,7-- .

RecruitmentBecause youfh identify.on different levels with .
different proir

3
rams each agency that has contact with youth must '

. .

... contribute to the recruitMent protegg:, Sp.sc'essful,coordination
demands that all "rediViters" present ther same information to the
youth so thAt expectations are clear. One agency, and this should be
stated in the Inter-agen6%:greemenis, must'assume the responsibility
.for managing the recruitmprocess; which may include keeping the-
records of enrollment and determining who is eligible.

9
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Eligibility--When there are set criteria for eligibility standards,
the agency that sets the standards should be responsible for
monitoring them. For example, the employment and training agency
will monitor U. S. Depaitment of Labor income criteria more
effectively than a school.

.

Credit--The schopl dis4xict can most logically monitor and document
the earning of academic and/or vocational credit. However the school
district and the employment and training agency need to work together
on how best to help students progiess.

. ?

A

CoMminication--Set regular meeting times for planning and problem
solving. Don't wait for a crisis "need." As you learn the
procedures and strategies used by other agencies, decide upon and
stick to specific Itchanisms for sharing information, for surfacing
frustrations, for making decisions and for documenting all of the
above.

: The reciprocity that results from these administrative and organizational.
_techniques will benefit all involved agenp.es and institutions. Most
importantly, it enables-better lelivery of services to youth.' 1

2. SERVICES TO YOUTH

Provision of "services to youth" should take advantage of all
exist,ing services to minimize duplication and maximize offerings.
Mechailisms for proiriding these services will build upon the existing
and newly developed agency relationships. Some general serOices are
tarieted recruiting, testing/assessment, coordinated development of
an Employability Development Plan (EDP), consistent review and
monitoring of the EDP, and meaningful documentation of the youth's
participation in the program.

V
TECHNIQUESe

Assessment and Testing--Assessment deteFmines a Youth's readinesi for
' specific education or employment experienses. Every asssment
activity shOuld help reach a prescriptive decision (e.g., "Can he/she

. read at a 9th grade level?"). The more the assessment focuses on a
clearly defined competency, the easier it will be to track progress
toward achieving the competency. (See the Resources chapter-of this
Handbook for referentes to specIfic employability assessment
instruments.) In the large high school model, the employment and
training couriselor placed in the school works with the school staff

in the assessment process. In the VTI model the prevocational
program provides ongoing assessment of career interests and
developing competencies.

10



Counseling and Individualized Pianning--While some peopl4 dismiss
individualized counseling as too dostly or too inefficient, Let's
Work Together and other employability .programs have.found it to be
fundamental in pulling together ehe various parts 9f a coordinated
program. It demands a strong commitment from your program staff to
help individual youth attain the goals they have set. There are four
basic steps to_this kind of employability counseling:

a. Assessment and goal setting

b. Selection of activities to reach set goals

c. Ongoing evaluation of goal attainment

d. Adjustment of goals and integration with
overall coniketency development

Some useful strategies are to

o Engage the youth in self-analysis and self-evaluation

o Be specific about target dates

Make expectations clear

6 Make related'perforaance criteria measurable

o Involve communitY people and job sites

o Emphasize career planning and lifelong learning

SA

Recording anO.Reporting Progresar-The major audiences for progress
reports are (1) staff, (2) participants ana families, (3) employers,
(4) funding,agencies and (5) the community-at-large. Thse basic
information is the same--which youth are achieving what competencies--
but the detail and format can vary according,to the audiences.

o Staff need information for two purposes: to' plan youth
activities and to improve overall quality of the program.

o Participants and families need to know which'competencies
they have achieved and which ones they need to work on. Whp
they know how they are piogressing they can be held more
accountable and encouraged to take greater personal
responsibility fof thej.r own development.

o Employers must know what competencies an individual has in
order to make good hiring and training decisions that will
benefit both the employer and the employee.



o Funding,agencies need information to determine whether an
agency is meeting mgnagement goals agreed upon for the
program.

o The.community-at-large needs to know how a program is
succeeding wfth its local youth. This knowledge can be
turned into active community support.

Management Recordkeeping--Some tips for manageable recordkeeping
are: (1) involve staff in the design of the system they will be
asked to maintain, (2) make use of and mesh with existing systems
thdt are useful to your'programs goals, (3) 'recording by
exception' (i.e., competencies that are not mastere0 can reduce
the paperwork, but lt also tends to minimize the reward factor.

Coordinated services tb youth, from the original assessment process
through the final documentation of experiences, is the heart of increased
employability development.

3. 'EDUCATION/EMPLOYABILITY DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

We cannot exaggprate the need to bring together career counseling
with traditional academic gpd vocational education. Thp techniques
described below offer-proven ways to link up and make sense of the
services provided by various agencies to the same youth. The
integration,of academic counseling with career awareness results in
focused job search and greater likelihood of job satisfaction and
retention. .

TECHNIQUES:

imployability Development Plans (EDP) - An EDP provides a rlear
plan and record of a young person's employability skill
development: If you are an educator, you probably are already
familiar with the Individual Education Plan (IEP), a similar tool,
which is mandated by Public Lac./ 94-142 for all special education
students. You can use this format in both education and employment
settings to integrate academic counseling and job placement. An
EDP is not.."just another piece of paper-work;',rather it can
improve career planning by assuring coordination between school
cbrriculum and work experiences. A written EDP is comprehensive
and is periodically updated. It can be seen as a 'contract'
between the youth and a program. Refer to Appendix D for a sample
EDP. But remember, each program should develop a format that meets
local community and youth needs. The main thing to keep in mind is
that the plan is a mechanism for coordinating assessment and
services on an ongoing basis.

15
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Let's Work Together Models used the EDP to assure that activities.
providea to youth'were part of a 'systematic effort to help the youth
become more employable. Letq- Work Together ancirother programs have
found that it is best to: (1) keep the EDP relatiVely simple and
short, (2) use the EDP as a counseling tool so it stays current and
active and (3) involve local staff in the actual design of the, form.

Same benefits of using an EDP:

o In work experience programs with separate "viorksite
agreements," the supervisor and teacher/counselor.can
coordinate the agreement with the EDP.

o In developing a resume, a youth can excerpt statements of
competency from the EDP to show prospective employos. Not
only can this help the youth in the job search,process, but
it can help a counselor advocate op behalf of a student.

o For young person's mith significant barriers t employment
such as_ a physical handicap, transportation problem, etc.,
the EDP,can include a section in which the barrier is
described, followed by the means by which it will be
overcome.

tabor Market and Career InformationKnowing how to find and_use
career information is an esseptial,,employability skill and will
affect job success throughodbaverson's life; the information itself
is critical to making decisi2p. Youth need to know:

(1) The' skills thet are in demand by employezs

(2) The job market and current trends

(3) Educktion and training requirements for jobs

(4) Existing training opportunities

Counselors should encourage youth to gain the followint kinds of
information from employers: information on entrylevel job skills,
the variety of occupations where those skills are needed and career
paths that, can lead from those entrylevel jobs. Employers are also
an excellent source of information about wotking conditions and
characteristics of a particular job or job environment.

There are a variety of commercially produced materials and career
informatiOn delivery systems. Some are listed in the Resources
section. There are also many mechanisms for delivering labor market
and career information: mail service, telephone, mass media, mobile

. units, special events such as career fairs, youth service centers and
walkin sites, computerized systems, written documents, curriculum
packages, etc.: The availability of the information alone will noE
ensure that youth will know how to use it; that competency, too, must
be learned.



The real challenge-is'to decide what,sources in what forms will work .

best with your local youth. In any Case, you will want to be sure
that your informatidn is accurate, up-to-date, clear and
understandable to the youth, comprehensive, and free of bias.based on
sex, rece, age or Teligion.

Benchmarking of Employabillity Competencies--Many provams have
motixated young people to learn by using a competency-baied
approach. This approach'involves: (1) developing a set 'al required
skills or "cdmpetencies," (2) defining an °indicator° which states
the behavior that demonstrates proficiency and (3) deciding on a
standard (often called a 'benchmark') of how well a youth must -

perform in drder to be considered competent.

If a set of competencies is well-developed it can provide useful
Anformation for youth, parent4 program staff, employers, and the

, local community. This approach can organize and communicate your
program's effort to build skills young people need.

The following lit oç colapetencies can be expanded or reduced, based
on your local needs.

Work Maturity competencies--These represent the skills and
attitudes essential to function as-a A SG.

and attitudes developed in work maturity will enable participants
'to meet employer demands for getting work aone, getting along
with suaervisory and other perfonnel and taking the initiative .

for the benefit of.the employekland oneself. The youth should be
able to demonstrate:

o pependability

o APpropTlate appearance

o 'Appropriate work performance

o Appropriate interpersonal skills

o Appropriate work attitudes

o Work adjustment skills

o Responsibility.

o Time management skills

o Initiative and resourcefulness

i4
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Pre-Employment Competencies--These cover the knowledge and skills

1111

each participant needs to make a variety of occupational decisions
and to effectively seek and enter employment. These competencies
orient the participant to the work environment. The emphaeis is on
job planning and the development of occupational self-control. The
student/ehould be able to:

N.)

s.

o Describe personal characteristics that relate to emploYment

o Explain conditions associated with work

o Explore job.preferences

o Summarize job market conditions

o Locate job openings

o Apply for a job

o Interview for a job

o 'Start a job effectively

o Develop a job plan ,

o---Scrive-on-the-job-probleras

o Plan a,job change

Educational Skills Competencies--These basic skille are necessary for
successful employment and continued learning. They include
communication, mathematics, use of information resources and
reasoning. The student should be able to:

o Communicate through writing and,speaking,

o Understand KEItten and oral communications

o Apply,mathematics skills
J,

o Use information xesources

o Apply reasoning processes 4

'Occupational skill CompetenciesOccupational competency includes
Inowledge and skills needed to periorm ,job tasks buccpssfully. These '

skills are mbre technical and spcialized and relate to one or a '

gtoup' of specific occuliatiOns. They are sometimes called vocational
skills.

-
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It is difficult to develop a single list of competencies that applies
to all occupations. It is more useful to develop a list that
pertains to a specific occupation- -welder for example. If this
approach is taken, it will be necessary to develop a separate list
for each occupation under consideration.

A second approach is to develop a more general set of competencies
that fit a cluster of related occupationsmetalS for example. In
this cage, there are fewer sets of competencies, but the competencies
do not fit a single occupation perfectly.

- A third approach is to develop a set of general occupational skills
useful across a wide range of occupations. The benefit is having to
develop only a single competency list; the problem is that the
competencies may not fit any specific occupation closely.

Each local area must make its own choice about how to identify
occupational competencires 'appropriate for youth.

Employers, freguently say they wish new employees would come to work with
the "right" attitude and skills to raise productiv;ty. We can help make
that happen by developing these employability and educational skills.

A
4. WORK EXPERIENCES

"Work experie29.ce" provides the opportunity for youth to receive skill
training in asupportive environment that is Well-supervised. A
meaningful work experience blacement will (l) be based on a young
person's cdreer interests and abilitiep, (2) provide a realistic
context for development of the employability skills described in the
previous section, (31 result in information useful for planning
future coursework or job search and (4) be Structured for ongoing
evalfiatiori of progress.

TECHNIQUES:

Jo) bescrii)tion and Site AnalysisBecause work experiences should be
clbsely connected to a.youth's interests thld ability, it is important,_,
to know what a specific job demands before placing a student. You
can acquire this information by performing a work site anaaysis.
Jhis process can be a ielatively short but structwed interview with
an employir and a program staff person. The interview will identify,-)

1
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what the student can learn while at the work site. Refer to Appendix
For a sample of a Site Analysis Form that gives the job description
in the following qategories:

ma th

reading

communications
job skills
life skill application

Good site analysis will provide the t)ridge between actual work
experiences on the job and what a youth can/should be learning in a
related class.

4Vocational ExplorationVocational exploration is both the name of a
process and the name of some prograns. As a procesi it is also known
as career exploration, job sampling, or job ahadowing. A student
doing vocational exploration will go to several workplaces and learn
somethiAg about the tasks, the opportunities and the environment.
These youth.have a chance to see how the work suits them and whethdr
they want to pursue such a career. One person described this kind of
exploration as "taste'em and try'em before you buyem." Since most
youth'have had limited experiences in and information about the world .

of work, they need to get same hands-on experiences with what's
really out there. Then they will be able to use these persona'
experiences to make more realistic choices about jobs and school
coursework.

A lasting benefit of job explbrations is that youth learn to extract
meaning grom their own experiences; this can be applied to their
personal growth and to lifelong career planning. The process of
vocational exploration, therefore, is a low-risk prelude to any level
of work experience or-job placement. Youth and employers can meet
'each other and work togeiher on a short-term basis with no binding
agreements on either side.

Many'employability programs use individually tailored vocational
explorations as the heart of the program. They can range from one
day to over a week. As youth acquire knowledge of the wide variety
of jobs available and same personal experience with each of the jobs,
they aan deek work experience and job plabements that suit their
interests and goel4.

Placement in Job Sites--As eoon as they are prepared, youth should be
encouraged to handle actual job responsibilities.. Because they do
more than just observe, this method is ideal for bringing up skill
levels, developing better work habits or eliminating characteristics
which interfered with previous job performance. The experience must

, always be a meaningful p4acement; previous structured Vocational

11
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explorations will help tdachieve that goal. Placements in.actual
jobs must also be well-supervised; a detailed site analysis and job
description,will focus and structure the supervision..

Some stgff ducies related to wOrk experience are:

o SiEe recruitment

o Job description and site ada-lysis

o Supervisor/employer orientation

o Monit'oring and evalu'ating student "progress

o Updating EDP,and other records

o Developing work agreements

I

o Dealing with administratilig requirements

These tasks are often carried out by a schopl-staff perspn or work
experience coordinator. Let's Work Together models demonstrated ways
for cooperating agencies to share these fundrions.

4

Because it is so critical to relate education to employment, program
staff must plan and provide class'room actiyities which relate to the
--problefts, interests-and aptitudes-which arize-.-from work experience.

r-

Performance Reyiews-Vgoing assessment of a youtis performance
during a work experience wiirproYide vital information abqut
progress toward competencSr.attainthent. Ideally, the young person,
the employer and taff person should all be involved/in evaluating
progress and revising or-set,tin.g ngw goals io4sed on performance,ta
date. Refer t9 gppendix G for a sample 'of a' Work. Pftress Report
used in King County, Washington, one of many.useful Performance ..
Review formats. The critical elementi 'are that: Al

A. ;, ..,
"-- , . :. .

o Performance reviews are-regularly done.
,.,

1,

.,
.., ' . ..

o Students, employers, and staff all participate.
t, .

. .. . r

o
, .

Results are.documented.
4. .

o The information is used as an,import:ant part,of t4e,process
of 'helpinglrouth .to'devel4 employability skills.

Many programs find tfiat real uilands-onumor,k experiences in the world of
work motivate ybuth to take advantage of:academic offerings tflIT-

.'greviously seemed irrelevdnt.

18
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5. TRANSITION TO WORK

Helping youth make Smooth transitions between education ancli work is'
e fundamental reaton for this Handbook and the programs from which .

grows. During the 1970s, ntmerous panels and commissions studied
problems of the American high school and the American adolescent.
These studies concluded that young people find their.school
experiences do not help them:ease into the work force; neither does
their learning focus on careet interests and aspirations.
"Transition services" respond-to that'need; these services can be
provided by a school,ca community-based organization or any youth
service agency.: Some essential.transation services are:

o Assessment

o Occupational and career counseling

o Provision of labor market information

o Job search skill training

o Job sampling

' o Awarding of high school credit
AA.

o Job placement_ancL_referral se=rices-

o Assistance in overcoming barriers to emplolent,such as sex
or race stereotyping

-

o _Development of personal and career survival skills

Some'of these services have been discussed earlier in this Handbook;
three additional techniques will be offered here.

TECHNIQUES:
4

--
**1Job Search Skills--Youth unehployment statisti cs' verify that youth

are not acquiring the skills to successfully seek and secure
.

employment. These skills are increasingly critical in a competitive
job market. Coordinated programs use many of the techniques ,

des.Fibed in this Handbook to teach the following job search skills:

v

o Identifying job prospects

.Usinv newspaper want ads and other printed information
r

. o Preparing for interviews

ft
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* o Writing letters associated with job inquiry and application

o Completing written application forms

o Using appropriate dress and behavior for job interviews

Many programs find that it helps to use employers in the
4

instructional process sq youth can learn from the expetts. The other
widely accepted strategy iS to have students try out as many
techniques as possible on a first-hand basis in their own
communities. Structured and guided job search instruction results in
increased self-confidence and competence.

4 \

Survival Skills=Survival skills are necessary for successful and
independent living. Each program determines the survival skills most
ctitical for that locality, but here is a typical list:

d

o Transacting business on a credit basis '

o Maintaining a checking account

o Providing adequate insurance for oneself, one's family and
possessions

,

o Filing state and federal income tax forms

,o Budgeting time anditioney effectively

o Maintaining good physicall,heolth end making effective use of
leisure time

o Responding appropriately to fire, police and physical health
emergencies

o Participating in the electoral process

o Understanding the basic structure and function of local
government

o Explaining personal legal rights -

.o Making appropriate use of public agencies

o Making application for employment and successfully holfling a
job

o ,Operating and maintainizig an automobile

Many high schools teach these topics. The techniques described here
are consistent with practices in Vocational Education, since

demonstration of the ocquired skill is based on performance

20



standards. Most successful youth employability programs ask youth.to
actually demonstrate their skill; youth are even asked to perform the
skill to the profespional satisfaction of a community person who is a
recognized expert. For example, an offiderin a local bank could
certify student competence in balancing a checkbook. Some survival
skills are appropriate for everyone; others vary according to
geography and local conditions. It is important to involve local
employers, parents and youth in identifying local or site-specific,
survival skills.

A school or a program that graduates (or transitions) 6 youth
possessing these skills will have a sense of confidence that the
young person will be prepared to meet the bhalienges of the world of
work.

Documentation of Skills--One of the greatest disadvantages that young
people experience as they transition from school to 'work is the lack'
of 'credentials that make their skills visible to a prospective
employer. The all too common scenario is: a young person is
applying for his/her first job. The employer asks for previous job
experience or letters of recommendation or a-resume. The youth has
very little to show.

In-most vocational education and youth employment.programs, youth,
gain valuable competenCies in the above mentioned areap of work
maturity, pre-employment, education and occupations. They ofteo
cquiTe-markelable skins-du-ring school-related work experiences.

^

4.

Many programs help youth to document these experiences in ways tfiat
will make them more 'marketable.' Some dOcuments are called
Portfolioe, some are called Oareer,Passports, and some are called
Experience,Briefs or Reaumes. Regardless of the name, they all serve,
to translate a young person's employment-related experiences into
terms an employer can.understand and appreciate. Much of the .

information in these documents can be taken from an EDP that has been
kept up-tozdate. Even a.high school diploma or a GED cerfificate dO
not highlight a young person's work-related skills. .

A young person's ability to survive independently, td seek employment,
and to present skills and experiences'in a marketable format will result
in a smooth transition from school to work.

21
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MODELS WE CAN USE

This section describes Models of coordinated service& which have been
used in Washington State.

.00
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Gederal Description

COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL
(Large High'School)

This model provides an opportunity to coordinate services py eatablis4ing
A career resoUrce center in the school building, housing,16 employment
and training counselor in the resold-6e Center, and impleFenting a team
approach to planning ap&opriate activities for partiCipating students.

4
-

This model iequires a financial agreement to ihqlude compensatibn for
,part - or full-time staff needed to operate the program." It might also
include district management of the participant pkyrolt,.

While students in this modermay be enrolled in v9catiplfal studies, the
pxogram also serves students olled in voca1bir education.
Because this model is so closely tied to the school's vocational program,
however, it is likely that students will identify career interests whiCh
requilte vocational training and will, therefore, enroll in vocational
classes.

o

Organization/Administration

This comprehensivehighschool model is rin by a project coordiagtor who
may supervise-adcitiohal support and/or direct service' statf. The'numher',
of staff will depend on the number of youth the project serves and the
range of services the staff provides. A distribt-level coordinator .

should be identified who can--work with project staff in the school
'building as a facilitator and a resource. Usually this person is the
district vocational director. .v '

Most of the administrative and service functions are the res nsibility
-of the school district, unless the agreement specifies otheryise. These
functions inc ude:

o aration and upda
5

g of students' Employability Development

o Monktoring of work sites

o Orientation of work site supervisors

o Counselin% *
t

In addition, the schOol should be responsible for proci ng the.
.

empldyment and training agency with required monthly 1 quarterly- ,
.reports oh program operation.

, -

Regular planning meetings assure fhat appropriate role efinition.takes
place and that the career center is effectively meeting The needs of
youth.

.
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In this model, the relation between basic skills training and
employability is a key point. Participants begin by using the career
resource center to-4ecome aware of employment opportunities and
vocational course offerings. They receive training in math, English and
home and family life skills. At the same time they participate in work
experience either throu4h job shadowing, mocational exploration.in the
private sector or other work experience that is related to their career
4.nterests. During phase 2, students are enrolled in a cooperative work
experience where they work part-time while continuing training for a
specific career. These components of the model are depicted in the -

figure below:
*

PHASE I

Vocational and
Entrepreneurial
Training

Mathematics

English

Hode and Family
Life

(2-4 CREDITS)

Job Shadowing And Work
Experience

(1-2 CREDITS)

PHASE II

AD

Other General and
Vocational Training

10I

Part-Time Paid
Employme:W.Related
to CIasswork in
tphase I (Leading to
Full-Time)

' (1-2 CREDITS) ,

Figure,1: Components of Comprehensive High School Model
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Education/Employability Development Services

It is the responfability of the employment and.training counselor in
the school to work with,school staff to identify program-eligible
students, asseas their educational and employability needs,....pd
develop individual pleas to improve their ability to comp4Te
successfully in the labor market.

Coordination with'vocational education can occur in several ways.
Employment and training staff can provide participants with
information about the school's vocational offerings, as they relate
to students' interests and aptitudea. Secondly, employment and
training staff may provide instructional and counseling staff with
information about the students' work experiences which relates to
the students' ongoing counseling or studies. Third, when employment
iand training staff know participants' specific vocational interests,
they can work with school staff td enroll those students into the
right Vocatidnal classes. Finally, employment and,training staff
cat help prevent a student from dropping out of school because of I
need to earn money or a lack of interest in classroom learning.
Often, a work experience can be found which provides the student
with needed income and school credit while rekindling interest in
learning--thereby increasing the chances that the student will
remain in school.

In addition to their work with individual participants, employment
and.craining staff may provide a service to the entire student body
by,providing workshops to help students make the transition from
school to work. Any student may be eligible.(depending on
regUlations) to receive these services--such as occupational and
related counseling, job-search skills; or job referral and placement
services.

Work Experience

Development of work experience placements and monitoring of
.students' progress in those work sites is the responsibility of the
employment,and training staff. The work experience component of
this model has the same requirements as in the other models:
students must be provided meaningful and well-supervised work
experiences in accordance with written job descriptions, and they
must receive, pay for work done. Becepse this model'is in anlurban
area, there will be ample opportunities for developing work,
experience placements related to students' interests.

It may also be possible to implement a Vocational Exploration
-VE-Wwhich-involveirldb-afiloratibus in the private

sectdr. Under this arrangement, youth learn skills related to
.'career'areas of interest to them. They'receive training from
co-workers4 the only stipulationis that they do not become
productive-members of the work force in the business which has hired



them. In most cases, youth rotate between several different kinds
of work stations in a business, learning Skills required to carry
out tasks in each. For instance one youth worked in a nursing home
and was stationed first in the kitchen, then in the laundry rdom and
finally as a nurse's aide. The length of time a youth stays at a
single work station depends on the complexity of tasks to be
ilarned. The average placement is two or three weeks.

Employment and training agency staff are responsible fOr working
with students and the community to:

o Identify work sites-

o Develop specific job descriptions'

-

o Provide orientation to supervisors and students

o Oversee the students' performance in their jobs

Depending on the specific requirements of the.interagency agreement;
these same staff may also be responsible for collecting time sheets,
generating participant paychecks and seeing that participants
receive their paychecks. In situations where participants are
enrolled in vocational co-op programs (e.g., Distributive 'Education,
Diversified Occupations), it-may be necessary to clarify Staff
responsibilities to yrevent duplication and confusion for
participants and work site supervisors.

This model lends itself to a sequepcing of.work ,experiences that
corresponds to the developing proficiency of the participant. A
student may need to begin with vocational.exploration activities;
then, the student may want to test some options.to see whether .
preferences had in an on-the-job situation: NeXt, the student may
wish to,develop specific job-related skills through work
experience. Finally, though this is the case for comparatively few
participants, an-on-the-job_training situation can be set up to, help
the youth actually enter the job market.

Work experiemes can be related to classroom experiences in several
ways within model. For inStance, counselors can also wcrk with

-,participants in a group situation, talking about specific problems
and issues related to their work experiences and the world of work
as a whole. If students are enrslled in a vocational co-op program,
the vocational course offerings forM a natiral link between
classrdom and work experience. During individual counseling and
monitoring, counselors can alsorhelp participants explore how
various cladses--from drafting to math to psychology--relate to
experiences in the workplace.

110

Transition From School to Work

As in all vocational education .programs, the goal of.this effort is
to help students obtain entry.level jobs related to their career
interests and skills, which can lead to a rewarding career.

28 99



Summary

Staff working4with this model are enthusiastic about the way in which the
career resource center can coordinate various schodl activities related
to vocational and career education. Housing staff from an employment and
training agency in the resource center causes that agency to be regarded
as one part of a coordinated effort by the school to help youth be well
prepared to find work. Youth always know where to go to find information
about work opportunities; furthermore, the counseling and skills training
they receive effectively address their long-term employability needs.

3 20
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PREVOCATIONAL.PROGRAM MODEL

(Vocational-Technical Institute)

General Description

This model takes advantage of the resources of a specialized
vocational education institution such as a vocational-technical
institute (VTI) to provide young people with an exposure to a
variety of vocational-areas. Normally, these institutions serve
post-secondary populations.

This Model has two.purposes." The first is to help young people
ecame more knowledgeable about career options and their own
terests and abilities, in'order to make realistic career choices.
ondly, by providing students with a better understanding of

vo ational programs, students will be better prepared for the
pogroms in which they enroll *after completion of the prevocational

program.

The prevocational Model may also provide services to nonsecondary
students (e.g., high school graduates, students.enrolled in
alternative schools,-dropouts, or people with GEDs) as well as
secondary students.

This modal is conducted under a financial agreement between the
employment and'training agency and the vocational-technical
institute. The agreement covers the cost. of the instructor(s) and
course materials.

Organization/Administration

Success of this model requires.a coordinator housed at the VTI who
has both good,relations with VTI staff and with the employment and
training agency. 'For this program to be effective, the cOordinator
must stay-constantly in touch with employment and training agency -
staff,who will be referring participants to the prevocational
program: By doing this, the coordinator can anticipate and deal
With any problems that may arise. The coordinator can also make any
adjustments to ensure that students will get the most benefits from"
the program. It is also very important for employment and training
agency counselOrs to develop relationships with high school
counselors and instructors in order to identify students for this
program and tq obtain assistance with enrolling students in
vocational programs when they have determined a career interest.

--------The-NTI-hae no Sigdif4Writ adffiffiefrative responsibilities beyond
those related to student records (e.g., attendance reaords,
evaluation of performance). Administrative responsibilities remain

31
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with the employmnt and training agency. The VTI coordinator should
be involved in the revision of EDPs for students,who have
participated in the prevocational progradt; he or she will be in a
goodlpostion to provide information regarding students' interests,
aptitudes and experiences whA9,can be valuable in developing
realistic goals foristudents.

Education/Employability Developmen Services

The thrust of the prevOcatiOnal ep1oration model is to provide
hands-on experience with each vocational area offered by the
institute. There are some practial constraints, however, since
factors-of safety and required preparatioR may make it difficult to,
provide vocational opportunity on a hands-on basis.

A vocational instructor is identified for each area. This person
provides one or.more classes for participants which introduce the
vocational area. Instructors need to be aware that participants are
likely to be younger and less motivated than the learners they are
accustomed to. However, these factors may provide a good
change-of-pace for some instructors. The challenge of providing
hands-on-experience in a short time to complete beginners may also
stimulate instructors. The items on the next two pages show
'respectively an information sheet and a sample schedule.

a
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INFORMATION SHEET
"LET'S WORK TOGETHER"

King County Work Training Pi.ogram and Renton VTI are jointly
,

sponsoring a summer program for young people who are interested in
combining summer employment and vocational exploraeion. You will be
ipaid 0.35 an hour for up to 5 1/2 hours of WTP work and for12 1/2
jhours of career exploration at RVTI. Your vocational exploration
will include interests and aptitude testing and the exploration of
about 15 vocations for which training,is available at RVTI.
Vocations for which exposure will be provided are:

Automotive (aUto mechanics, auto body, auto parts aales)
Horticulture

Accounting/Administrative office management
General office

Distributive Education (bank teller, real estate, cashier/checkez)
Child care

Metals (machinist, machine repair/rebuild, welding)
Electronics (electronic technology, electronic service technician,

major appliance and refrigeratiod, office equipment service
technician)

Civil engineering technology, drafting
Cosmetology, fashion retailing
Custodial

Data entry, legal secretary, medical secretary
Foods

Musical instrument repair
Work-related training

At the end of the program there will be field trips and sessions to plaftbhow
to obtain and keep a job. r
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STAFF ELECTION SHEET

LET'S WORK TOGETHER

, DAILY TIME FRAOE 211 HRS
3:00 -.5:30 PM

,
, .

w
S
I--)

Name 15 16 17 ,. . 18 19'

Subject

Drafting

Time
111"

Child Care

Time
-4

Music Inst. Rep.

i

,Time
-

Auto Body Repair
Time

Foods

Time

4

w
z
0

1--1

.

Name '

_

22 - 23 fo 24
*

25
.

26

Subject

Cosmetology,
Nv

Time

i

,

Auto Mech.

Time

Auto-Mech.,

Time

.
Auto Mech.

Time

Auto Parts
Time

0

.

Name 29 30 , 1
.

.

2

Time

sr,

Subject D A71- Time

Office Eq. Tech
Time

Appliance Rep.
Time

Office Manager
Time

,

*40
P-1

Name

.

6 7

. ...

9

.

0
10

Subject Time Machine Sh. ' Time Machine Sh. TiMe Machine Repair Time Custodial Time

>,
*4
0

Name 13 14 15
i

16 17

Subject

Electronics

/0

Time.
*

Electronics
Time 01541

* .

Time

Horticulture

P
. :rime

Horticulture

b"

Time
*

>,
*40
P-1

Name 20
i

21 22

4

23
A

24'

,

Subject
/0

Time

*
' Time

. *
Time

/0

Time
.

Time

>,
.4

)Name , 27 28
4

29 30

itY91°
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Subject Time Time
.

Time Time
,

Time

.

.
Cashier/Chkr

.

1

Fashion Design. Pre-Appr.

Figure 2: Sample Schedule
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Generally it is best for the program coordinator to structure
activities so that they occur in a meaningful and logical sequence.
Furthermore, opportunities.must be available for youth to talk about
the experiences thei have had. Often, field triPs'can supplement
classroom experiences.

It can be a problem for students if therare in school in regular
classroom activities all day, then,go by bus to the VTI and ire
ekpected to sit through another set of classroom activities.
Energetic youth often cannot deal Well with that amount of sitting
still. Consequently this model may work better as a part of a
summer program where students spend just part of the day in a
classroom.

In general, the prevocatidhal prograp could achieve its objectives
for students in one semester, although the needs ol participants and
administrative constraints Might justify a shorter or ldnger
duration. It-is expected that 30-60 students could be served each
semester, depending on three factors: needs of the students,'length
of student days (i.e.,,full or half-day program) and entrance/exit
policies.

The structure of the program can be desianed to respond to local
needs and conditions. One option is tb organize the model into two -

components: orientation and career exploration. In the orientation
component, assessment, survival skills, introduction to career
opportunities and selection'of career exploration areas would be
among the topics covered. This component might last approximately
three weeks. The career exploration phase which follows wsowld have
youth spending several days as participating memberS of ongoing VTI
classes in their three chosen career areas. Learning about the
specific career areas can be stimuiated*not only by the.in-class
experience but also by written matetials such as a learning activity
packet the student would be expected to complete for each
experience. Students could receive individual counseling from the
prevocational instructor and should have opportunities to meet with
peers to discuss the career exploration experience.

. Same students have difficulty with classroom situations and,
therefore, have problems being integrated into ongoing vocational
classes to explore career areas. In this model, identification of
inteiests and aptitudes can often be accomplished by hands-On
experience Within the prevocational classroom--working on projects
oi learning about tools di equipment unde{the supervision of the
instructor. Ongoing VTI classes can be used as students learn to
adapt to those classroom situations. This option would require that
the instructor be knowledgeable about a variety of vocational
subjects and_b_e_able_to_initiate and-supervise -students-I-project -
learning. In addition, some provision must be made for counseling
students on an individual or group basis.

ep-



Work Experience

As luentioned earlier, work experience.placements are not the
responsibility of the prevocational staff. It would be valuable,
when possible, to consult the prevocational coordinator about the
kinds-of work situations most appropriate for students. In 1

addition, students can benefit from private sector tutorials in
occupational areas they are,exploring. These opportunities can be

.arranged through a vocational exploration program.

Transition From School to Wqrk

As mentIoned earlier, the purpose of the prevocational model is to
prrovide students with information to make career decisions and to
identify tbe training needed for those careers. An immediate 4kp
transition from the prevocational program to full-time unsubsidized
employment would generally not be appropriate; a more appropriate
transition would be into further vocational training or work
experiences.

Summary

Staff working with this model believe that students benefit greatly
from an introduction to vaiious vocational areas which are taught in
a VTI. While youth might not be able to put immediately to work the
things they learn, they have a good opportunity to break down
stereotypes about differentikinds of work, to have hands-on
experiences whiehlthey can use to increase their knowledge about
different careers, and to become acquainted with the resources
available through a VTI.
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Vi AT/ONAL COOPERATIVE PROGRAM MObEL
(Small Hig chool)

4.

General Descri t'

This Model has bee designed for small, rural schools and it is
intended to coordi ate available work experience, opportunities with
a Diversified Occu tion (DO) program in the high school.'

A
,In this model, the 0 instructor is responsible for providing
coordinated service to participating youth. The responsibilities

s instructor hould be clearly outlined in ao agreement
between e school istrict and the employment and training agency. '

In general, the DO nstructor is reponsible for planning classroom '
activities an for arrang±ng work experiences. The employment and
training,agency vides support to the school district and handles
pay for participants.

Organization/Administration

In this model, most of the administrative functions remain with the
employment and training agency. These include determination of
student eligibility, payment, followup-of participants after
completion, etc. Many of the student service functions (e.g.,
counseling, work site supervision) are the responsibility of the DO
instructor and other schbol staff as appro'Priate. Figure 1 below
shows a sample listing of responsibilities.

FUnctions
Responsibility.

School Employment and Training
Agency

A. Outreach/Recruitment X
B. Intake/Eligibility Determination

Preliminary Application X
Review of Application X
Arrangement of Interview X

. Conduct Eligibility Interview
4C. Selection of Participants X X. (consultation role)

D. Placement in Worksites X
E. Participant Orientation X k (trains school district)F. Worksite Development X
G. Supervisor Orientation

\ X f(trains school district)
H. . Monitoring of Worksites
I. Corrective Action -Wbrksites X X
-J. Corrective Action-Participants X
K. Corrective Action-Fiscal X X
L. Supportive Services X (approval)

Figure 1: Sample List of Responsibilities for School
District, Employment and Training Agency
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Procedures for planning, problem-dolving'and communication should be
edeablished early: Appropriate _staff to be involved include the school
Principal and the DO instructftr from the school district, and the

director and counspling staf of the employment and training agency.
Agreements on roles and res onsibilities shbuld be aeveloped and modified
as needed so as not to cause undue disruptions for participating youth.

One of he advantages of .this model is that it reduces the need_for
codt avel. The employment and training agency may be located at a
cons rable distance from the school district, and by making it possible
for schoml district staff to handle many administrative functions, it is
possible to achieve considerable savings.

Education/Employability Development Services

P\
Given the resources,of both the school and the employment and training
agency, this model can provide an opportunity for 'each agency to
complement the other's 4forts.

The vocational program in the school--especially a Diversified
Occupations (DO) program--provides a ready-made structure to meet',
employability development goals of youth. ,In Washilington cOmmunities, the
class generally meets for one hour a day and covers such topics 'as:

b How to find employment

o How to write a resume

o How to complete an application

o How to behave in a job inter4iew--and afterwards

o What work is like

o How to advanme on the job
0'

o How to locate career information

Figure 2 below-shows some sample activities.

JOB SEARCH /

Try these activities to help youth become aiware'of what is involved in
looking for a job.

1. 'Have'each student obtain and complete at least one hit
application fdrmlfrom 'a local business.

2. gave youth scan want-ads and select jobs they migh.E be
interested in.
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A ,

3. rave students
fr

4. Rave students
with resumes.

Figure 2:

prepare\resumes directed at selected jobs..

prepare letters )-6 submit for selected jobs along

.

Samplk Activities Used in DO Class..

In addition, the DO program provides a job experience and.apecialized.
inp.truction related to each sçudent's occupational choice.

4 The DO instructor proviaed many
skills to participants enrolled
and training agency can,o ten p4
'which might not otherwise be avg

of the required employability development
in the co-op programs. The employment
ovide services to the school district
ilable. Such servites could include:

40 .Orientation to-occupational informAtion systems

.o Labor mark*)information

o Assessment and testing of career preferences.

Such sertiices pay be ova' a-le'to-al students in the school, not "just /
program participants. Wo kshops in t ese areas omplement-vocational
education offerings and provide a serv. e to eteryone in the school.

Work Experience

,
Scboola with a Nfocational cooperative program .already have a useful

4 strucfure for work experience;placements. In this model, work
experiences available through employment and training agencies complemeht
and extend the range of offerings available to youth. The vocationtl.:
(DO) instructor is respOnsible for.setting up work experien
platements. In itost tase6 the instructor Will have to mak sure the site,
complies with wequire'Ments of the employment.and training aenty.
Usually the requirements are similar to those of a co-op pro ram. 'There .

must be a specific job.description, stuctents must gain work copetencis,
performance must be evaluated and, if possible, high school xredit for
the work experience is granted. -

r.,I
Because of the close relations between the vocatiobal'inotruotor,.
employers Wlhe comMunity and other high school staff, vocationally
relevant work experience placements can usually be developed. Since, the
instructor knows both the student and emplvers well, work experiences
tailor-made t,p the needs-and interests of'thei students can tie 4eveloped..:1'
CoOnselors,f m the employment and training agency may be able to, proVide

possible work sites because of their background at&
e) juformation o

experience in work site development.

:
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The most important feature of this model, as far as participating youth
are concerned, is the close relationship between work experienceand
,classrooM activities. This occurS because the student is enrolled.in a
Vocational class in which class time is devoted to discussionof issues
generated by,the work experience. The instructOesclose acquaintance
ith the-youth end the Work experience placement enables the instructor- a

Oa work with tlie sthdent to identify and solve problems of the work site
and thereby improve the student's abS4t7tsucceed in the work world.

School credit for work experience is earned by the student under
provisions of the vocational program in which the youth is enrolled.

, Transition Brom School to Work

Because a work experience placement has been tailored to the needs of the
student, the likelihood is high that \it will be a successful
tXperience--one which leads to full-time employthent later on. In some
work sites this may not be possible, but the instructor's knowledge of
the employers in the area can provide,students with information about and
,an entry into a.job with another employer.

Staff inyolved with this model say they like it because they are aware of
where -'itudents are-and what they are doing at all times of the school
day. They like knowing how a work experience placement fits With Other

'esof_the_youth-Youth -receive-benefi-ts-under thi4-mode1-they'
;\might not otherwise have: work experience is not just added on to the
school day, but Cs paanned with and integrated into their-academic and
vocational.training. A

This model recognizes that the.ichool district afid employment and
traihing agency have a similar misslon: to ,prepare youth to succeed in
the world of work. Through 6odels like this one, each agency can support
and complement the work of the other.

1/4-Iss

OtherModets

Coordination between employment and training programs and vocational
education may be achieved in many other ways besides those described in
the Let's Woik Together models portrayed above. SomeTossibilities are
outlined below.
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MULTIDISTRICT COOPERATIVE, AREA VOCATIONAL
COOPERATIVE, REGIONAL SKILLS CENTER

General Description

The tultidisttict model is similar to the comprehensive high ichool
model, except that it serves several school districts and may feature the
resources and facilities Of h, vocational skills center. In WashingtO
State, area vocational cooperatives and regional skills centers haii been
established to meet the needs of 'school districts unable to provide
cadprehensive vocational programs with their limited individual
resources. By pooling these relourcls through an area skills center or
vocational "cooperative," the needs of many students can be met. If a
vocational program is not available at their home high schools, students
are typichlly transported to a skills center or another high school
within the cooperative'sljurisdiction which does offer the program.

In these multidistrict arrangements, a board comprised of representatives
of the cooperating school districts generally hires and supervises the
4kultidistrict staff (e.g., the skills center or area vocational
cooperative in one of the school districts); however, this host school
district exercises no more authority over the multidistrict staff than
-does-any other participating-school-disti.idt.

In this model, a program is operated by the multidistriet cooperative
through its host school district,undbr the terms,of a financial
_agreement-with-an-emptayment-and-tthinifig-4gency. The financial
agreement includes the coot of program staff and, if appropriate,
participant wages. In addition to this agreement, there should also be
supporting agreements between the multidistrict.cooperative and the
participating school districts.

. Organization/Administration

This model is structured to take adirantage of the existing vocational
_educat-ion-offerings-and institutional relationships of the multidisrict
cooperative. The program coordinator is located in the vocational 'skills
center or, in the case bf an area cooperative, in.the host school

------4-istriet,---The-program-coorainator reports to the skills centendirector
of the area cooperative director. Other staff report to the program .

coordinator.

Critical to the success of this model are the relationships that'ntaff
develop with the instructors and counselo'r's in the partiCipating school
districts. It is these school staff who will recruit and identify
participants, assist in the assessmedt of student needs and the
development of the studecits EDPs, and award school credit for work
experiences. Program staff can build on the existing relationships of
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the cdoperatiVe to establish these ikportant links. In'addition, if the
program is large enough to support several direct service staff, it may
be helpful to assign staff to one or two school districts; dealing witb,
one person consistently seems to help school staff develop good
understanding of employment and training programs and 400d Working
relationships with program staff.

40

In this model, as in the comprehensive hilki--echool model, it is
envisioned that most of the administrative functions (e.g., eligibility
determination, monitoring of work sites, participant timesheets and
payroll) would be.the iesponsibility of the multidistrict cooperative.
In the case of programs targeted to specifically eligible youth, it is
the responsibility of the employment and training agency to make the
eligibility determination.

Education/Employability Development Services

Education and employability services are provided to participants in this
model in much the same way as in the comprehensive high school model.
Staff work with the participating school district's instruCtional and

counseling staff to rdentify students, assess their'interests and needs,
and develop an educAion/employability development plan for each
student. Staff responsibilities for initial and ongoing work with
students should be,clarified in order to use resources' most effectively
and to minimize confusion for students.'

In addition to providing employability'development workshops and work
experiencesT-It-may-also -be- possible-to-devel-op-a-closer-link-wi-th
vocational education th.rough thi; model. It may be possible to use the
classes and facilities of the skills center and area cooperative to
provide students who have not yet identified career interests with an
opportunity to'explore a variety of vocational areas. It may also be
possible through work eXperience and counseling'to help students- make
career decisions and to facilitate their entry into apPropriate
vocational:classes.

As in the models described earlier, it may also be possible for staff of
the employment and training agencyto provide transition services
workshops to individuals and classes in the participating school
districts. Thiswould depend on available resources and the staff's
aDility to snare some of-Effe responsibilifies for partiOlpants with other
school staff. ,

Work Experience
,

Work experience in this model is structured very much as it is in the
models discussed earlier. There are three important differences, however.

First, because the progrlam serves several school districts, 6ere are
more communities in which work sites must be developed. This may place a
larger burden onsthe staff responsible for developing work experience
placements.

n 42 43
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Second, the fact that many students are being transported to a skills
center or high school other than their home high school may make it
difficult for students to have the normal 15-20 hours available for work
after school; this gay necessitate alternative work arrangements (e.g.,
work.on Saturdays)-or assistance with transiortation between schoOl and'
work.

'The third issue involves the awarding of school credit for students' work
experienteS. Unlikethe'other models, the multidistrict staff only have
a "coordinating" relationship with the school district staff responsible
for awarding.credit to participants, not a direct institutional
connection. Therefore, it is particularly important in this model that-
program staff clarify, with school counselors and instructors, the
requirements for achieving academic credit prior to placing students in
work sites. In addition to the actual work to be done, these
requirements might include evaluation and reporting Of students'
performance, progress in developing work habits, etc.

Transition From Sthool to Work

Unless the program agreement specifies othas140.se, it is the
responsibility of the employment and training agency staff to place
students completing high school into unsubsidized employment. As in the
other modelsy-these staff-should-coordinate thgir placement efforts with
those of vcational instructors and Counselors in the schools.

Summary

Mtltidistrict cooperatives may assume increasing imporance as ways of
delivering vocational education services. As demands increase for
vocational training in high technology areas, many school districts will\
not be able to afford costly equipment needed for such training. Pooling
resources, may provide an answe41.

While the multidibtrict mo'del yas not tested as.such, there are numerous
instances in Washington where regional skills centers or other area
vocational cooperatives coordinate sekvices effectively with employment
and training programs.
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JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM MODEL

General Description

One of the unanticipated benefits of the LWT experiment in Washington was
the discovery that the'Comprehensive High School Model could be
successfully adapted for use in the residential care facility for
juvehile offenders.

The basic requirements for success in this kind of sitution are 41) an
educational director who supports the concept of education for
employability and (2) institutional policies which allow for work
placements that can foster emplvability development.

Organization/Administration

ln this model, staff from the employment and training agency work with
youth to get them enrolled in the program. If institutional policy
allows youth to work off-campue, these same stlipwork in the community
to locate work.experience placementd.

It helps that the educational facility is p4rt of the local school
district.

Education/Emplo el flt

Theley to the success of this model is the creatioh of a structured set
of experiences which lead youth into readiness for the world of work.
Many if not most of the youth are incarcerated for no other reason than
that they simply needed mdie-help than anyone "outsideltwas willing_to
give them. This program offers youth a way to (a) develop career
awareness through use of "Projedt Discovery" materials, which have been
designed for hands-on career exploration in a variety of vocational
fields; (b) progress from job explorations to work on the institutional
campus to work off-campus!.

The diagrailibelow shows the progression most youth go through:

CAREER OCCURATIONAL .JOB INTERVIEW COMMUNITY
ED. INFUSION EXPLORATION SHADOWINa FOR CREW PLACEMENT

POSITIONS.
(Classroom) (Classroom,

Project
(Institution) (on,

off-Icampus)
(off-campus)

Discovery)

Also, educational activities are geared to attainment of the GED,
rather than to the expectation that youth will re-enroll in a
traditional high school.



Work Experience

Providing work experience in this model offers special difficulties, but
'none which cannot be overcome. First of coUrse is the need to convince
communitzmployers of the value of hiring a young persob ifild is spending
time in a facility. Employment Sand training agency staff can eliminate
most potential difficulties by getting to know the youth well and working
closely with the employers to prepare them for the youth they will be
hiring. Once employers have a positive experience with a young person
from a residential facility, most of their stereotypes disappear.

Another difficulty'is transportation. Youth need to be tranPorted to and
from community work sites.

Finally, there may be a problem locating suitable work experiences on
campus, depending on institutional polic4.es. In most institutions, a 0

great variety of functions must be accomplished which relate to nearly
all vocational areas. These may include load preparation, office
occupations, automobile repair, electrical engine repair, groundskeeping
and others. In this model, work experiendes are chosen to reflect
vocational needs and interests, and the insitution can be an excellent
source of such placements.

Tram-it-ton tOWOrRT

The question of transition is unique in this model because each youth is
sentenced for a specific period of time, unlike other programs or schools
where everyone enters the same day aria most complete the program at the
same'tiMe.

In this model, most youth can only receive a part of.the sequence of
activities outlined in the section above on "Educational and
EmployabilitY Development Services." It is especially important
therefore to articulate program offerings with offerings available at
other schools, community colleges and vocational-institutions, and with
jobs likely to beavailable in the community.

Summary

This model, an "unanticipated outcome" of the Let's Work.Together
project, provides a viable way to direct youth in the juvenile justice
system into constructive thinking about careers. Staff were very.
enthusiastic about this model, in particular about lasting benefits which
are spen as deriving from the Project Discovery materials (which can be
used repeatedly), and from the results of staff training.
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RESOURCES

Moet.comiunities ate rich with resources that can help young people increase
their employability-skills. ,The challenges, however, are (1) to know what and
where the,resourcee are and (2) to use the resources in a syetematic and
coordinated manner. This section tells what resources exist and how to find
them, both locally and nationally.

In using this Resource dection, note-the following:.

o Not all available resources are listed; what you see here are
- examples of what is widely available.

r:

o The inclusion,of an,organization, an assessment instrument, or a
document does not imply the llet's Work Together endorsement for use

Ain a particular situation.
,

o -. 'Contact your local education and employment agencies to see if they
have other locally developed resources or preferences based on
.exPerience.

1. Responsible Agencies in the State of Washington

a. Department of Employment SecurityThe Employment Security
Office is the principal office responsible for administering
programs related to employment and training. Among the
functions of this office are'to administer the Balance of State
prime sponsor and the Special Grants to Governors for CETA.

b. Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction, Division of
Vocational Technical and Adult Education ServicesThis office
is responsible for vocational education in the public school
systems for allyouth K through 12 and for vocational-technical
institutes.

C. Commiigion for Vocational Education (CVE)--The agency was
established by the legislature to receive and disseminate
_federal vgcational education funds and is responsible for
carrying out federal rules and regulations.

.d. State.Advisory Council on Vocational Education (SACVE)--Mandated
by the Vocational Education Act of 1963, this council assures
citizen participation in the vocational education
decision-making process.

A
e. State Occupational Information Coordinating Committee

(SOICC)--The State cOmmittee is part of a National Occupational
Information CoordinatingCommittee, which develops and
implements a comprehensive occupational information system for
the state. The SOICC also improves coordination of vocat.ional
education and manpower planning.
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f. Prime SponSorsThese agenciei are responsible for the
administration of all programs under the,Camprehensive
Employment and Training Act (CETA).

2. Cooperating Agencies of Let's Work Together.

The agencies listed below were all active during the implementation,
of,Let's Work TOgether and can serve as resources for persons
desiring further information.

a. Education and Work Program
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S. W. Sixth Avenue
Portland, Oregon 972.04

(503) 248-6800

Contact Person: Grag-bruian, Andrea Hunter, Larry MeClure

,b. Employment'and Training Servicds Division
Department of Employment Security
1007 S. WashingtonMail Seop 4-401
Olympia, Washington 98504

Contact Person: Doug Allen

c. Division of Vocational-Technical and Adult Education Services
bffice of.the Superintendent of Public'Instruction
7510 Armikrong St., SW--Mail Stop FG-11
Tumwater, Washington 98504

Contact Person: Alyce Schaffer

d. Issaquah School District No 411
22211,S.E. nnd Street
Issaquah, Washington 98027

_-- -Contact-Person: Don-Brannam

e. Renton Vocational-Technical Institute
3000 N.E. Fourth Stieet-.

Renton, Washington 95

I

Contact Person: Joanne Primavera
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f. Rdpublic School District.No. 300
b P.O. Box 378

Republic, Washington 99166.

Contact Person: Roger Morris

g. King County WOrk and Training Prograth
412 Smith Tower
Second and Yes3,er

Seattle, WAshington 98104

Contact Person: Karen Vandagriff

h. King County Consortium
1818 Smith Tower
Second and Yesler

Seattle, Washington 98104

Contact Person: Stan Eccles

i. Northeast Rural Resources
358 E. Birch

Colville, Washington 99114

Contact Person: Dennis O'Brien

3. Occupational and Career Information Delivery Systems.%

a. State Oddupational Information Coordinating Commilttee (SOICC)
Mr. A.T. Woodhouse, SOICC Director
Building 17, Airdustrial Park
P.O. Box 600 - Charlotte.Amlie
Olympia, WA 98504

Thesq committees were established by the Educational Ammendments
of 1976 to improve communication and coordination between the
federal and"state agencies that,produce occupational information
and the agencies and individuals,who'uie that information. The
SOICC is charged with the'responsibility of establishing a system,
of occupational and educational'information to assist people and
agencies involved in program planning and career decisikonmaking.
The system should provide access to,the following types of
information: labor demand, labor supply, occupational
chardEteristics and other complimentary,materials.

b. Washington Occupational Information System (WOIS)
Science Lab #2
The Evergreen State.College
Olympia, WA 98505
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WOIS is part of a national.network of Computerized Career
Information Delivery Systems (CIDS). Most CIDS contain a
self-assessment component, descriptive materials on specific
occupations, information on requirements for occupations, and
economic information on occupationi. WOIS reflects the unique
occupational structure oi the labor market in the state of
Washington.

c. Guidance T.nformation System (GIS)
Time Share Corporation
3 Lebanon Street
Hanover, NH 03766

The GIS is a commercial computerized information system, which

attempts to provide specific information on all three- and
four-year colleges in the country; includes national'information
on sortie 1300 occupations as well as information on
apprenticeships apd military opportunities. GIS is widely used
in high schools and also forms the basis of some state systems.

d. Association of Computer-Based Systems for Career Information
(ACSCI)
Deborah E. Perlmutter, President

--Metro-Guide/NyC-Board of Edueation
c/o Murray Bergtraum High School

. .

411 Pearl Street
New York, NY 10038

ACSCI is a natIonal consortium for accreditation, training, and
technical assistance-to advance computer-based occupational and
educational information systems for career exploration and
plannidg.

e. Some Publications Regarding Occupational Information

Education and Work. Capitol Publications, Inc., Suite G-12, 1230
Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.'20037

'This is a biweekly news service on career education and the
partnership of educators and employers.

.Labor Marketliformation for Youth. Wolfbein, Seymour, School of
Business Administration, Temple University, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.

This is a coppilation of papers delivered at a 1974 Temple
University Conference. It provides excellent background on the.).
application and importance of good occupational information to
career decisionmaking.
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The Encyclopedia of Careers and Vocational Guidance. Hopke,
William D., J. G. Ferguson Publishing Company, 1975.

Alt

This two-volume, privately produced conference set describes
industries by job classifications and specific careers within the
areas of work. Job requirements, access and future job outloOk
are included.

Annotated Bibliography on Computer Assieted Counseling and
Guidance': -Cairo;-Peteri-lf-X.IAYMY Reseatch-Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences, Attention: PERI-P, 1300 Wilson
Boulevard, Arlington, Virginia 22209.

This is a comprehensive list of the major research and evaluation
studies and reports on computer-assisted information systems.

Application of Information Systems to Careex and Job Choice.
Stern, Barry, Oregon Career Information System, 247 Hendricks '

Hall, University of'Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97405.

This is a chapter from the book Labor Market Information for
Youth. It explores the rationale behind comprehensive career
information systems. It provides an assessment of existing
systems.

Career Information Systems: Standards for Organization and
Development. Division of Career Information Services, Employment
and Training Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 601 D
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20213

The standards upon which DOL based it& state grant program for'
Career information systems is presented in this publication.

Developing a Career InforMation System. McKinlay, Bruce, Oregon
Career Information System, 247 Hendricks Hall, University of
Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97405.

-The stages of development of the Oregon CIS and research findings
from initial evaluation of the systems are documented by this
report.

4. Assessment

Assessment of employment and training competencies falls into one of
three categories, each intended to serve a different purpose:

o 'Initial planning assessment is designed to help determine a young
person's level of competency so that appropriate training or
services can be planned.

-53-
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o Assessment for management of instruction and training is used by

`t.N. 4111'
teachers or counselors to make decisions about 'the next activity
young persons should engage in to increase their,Akills.

O Assessment for external reporting (most frequently to employers)
is used to make decisions about the readiness of a young person
for a g en jobmNik.,

'It is important to keep it mind that no assessment instrument gives

RerfectIy accurate iinformation on ehe level and nature of a person's
competency. Thus, ehe results of any of these instrument, should be
viewed with a healthy skepticism and, wherever possible, Assessment
data should be supplemented with other kinds of information about a
young person.'s needs. Here you will.find suggested instruments for
thei/assessment of both employability and basic educational skills.
List of assessment instruments for occupational skills...are not

because of the wide 4arie4, of jobs thit could be covered.

CoMMents about the quality of instruments have been drawn from The
Mental Measurement Yearbook (Buros, 1978). The yearbook, published
about every six years, contains reviews.of nearly all published
tests. It is an excellent reference for determining what published
instrument exists which may be best for a particular situation..

Employability Assessment:

a. Assessment for Career Education (ACE), 1977, grades 3-12, PREP,
Inc.,1575 Parkway Av.6., Trenton, New Jersey 08628.

The Assessment for Career Education was developed to measure the
outcomes ahd objectives identified by the U.S. Office of
Education which have become the central concept of career
education across the nation. 'It contains multiple choice eest

items with scores reported in terms of maitery of the eight major
objectives and 26 sub-objectives of career education.
Self-scoring or computerized scoring is available. Three levels,
of the.test exist.

b. Career Maturity Ihventory (CMI), 2nd edition, by John 0. Crites;
1978; Grades 6-16; CTB/McGraw-Hill, Del Monte Research Park,
Monterey, California 93940.

The Career Maturity Inventory consists of an Attitude Scale
(available in a screening and a counseling form) ::clema Competence
Test. The Attitude Scale contains 50 items and m res

decisivenesk, involvement, independence, orientation and- ,

compromise ia\career decision making, and requires 30-40 minutes Joe
to administer. The Competence Test contains 100 items and
assesses abilities in selg-appraisal, occupational information,

.goal selection, planning Ad problem solving, and requires
approximately two hours to complete. Tests are available in
hand-scorable or machine-scorable editions, and yield raw scores
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which can be c2nverted to ptiZentile ranks DE...standhrd scdreqt:
-usin& the norms provided, olocal norms., Kiggpsted usei.)for-thei
test.-;include studying career ClaeloPMent, screening fkOarger
'maturity, assessing guidance needs, evaruatinkcareer;.educationc
nn4'testing itiecareer Counseling. ;.

c. Career %tills Assessment Program (CSAP): 1978; Grades 9-4,and
adulti:4 The College Board-r-888-Seventh-Avenue, New York, New
York 1001,9.

.
. .

The Career,Skills Assessmerit Program was develOpeCtoldentifi.,
the skills most,cearal to snecesiful career develop4Ment and.to
'provide. the means for assessing student competencies-in thgte.'.

.
. areas. CSAPconsists of, sii epaiaie Self-assessment to6&:.-.
cOverini-Wills in self-e on and developitent, career:::
awareness, career dedisi n making, employ:tent-seeking, work -
effectivehess; and pers nal economics..,Eachlpebo hasA50-70

, .

questioneand can be c.n.leted in about ontrEOur-. In'addition, to
.printed materials, a sound filmst ii5 foi-staff anti stuaent

.

346t
orientaiion is provided. Mater' ls can bq hand scored, 'but those,
requesting central computer gcoring have available a coMbination
of,norm-referenced and criterion-referenced interpretations. .'

t

They provide class as well. as indiviBualiummary repoits.
--

Validity studieS haVe not yet be done; thus, users must .

carefully review items for quality consistency for .,
*competencies being.taught. The readin level (mainly.grade 9-11) /
may be too difficult for some-per A , the range of jobs '

discussed gpes beyond those li volved, in CETA
projelrs.

. i
Pro ram for Assessin Youth Em ent Skills (PAYES), 1979;
individuals with ow verbalak lls; Cambridge Book Compgny, 888

' Seventh Avenue,aNew York, New dik 10019. ,

.

,

PAYES is designed to assist prog m directors:Pcounselors, and
teachers in.the,guidance of person with low verbal slcills as.
they prepare for entry level emplo nt. It is based on
extensive research in measurement by ET& fpr school dropouts,
potential dropouts ahd disadvantaged youth. The battery is
diyidea into three general caiegoriesc Attitudinal Measures (jo
holding skills, attitude toward supervision, self-confidence);,
Cognitive Measures,(job knowledge, job-seeking skills, practical
reasoning); and a Vocational Interest Inventory. total testing,
time is approximately 75 vinupes. Measures ofNalidity and 4
reliability are presented in thsetechnical manual.

.e. Strong-Campbe)1. Interest Inventory, revised edition, by Edward K.
Strong and avid P. Campkoell; ; Ages 16 and Over; Stanford
University Press, Stanford,. C lifornia 94305.

..--

The Sirong-Campbell Interest Inventory is'designedIto help
individuals discover interests in the following oacupational
themes: investigative, artistic, realistic, cOnventional, 4
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social, and enterprising. Basic interest scales are available
for the following: adventure, agriculture, art, athletics,
business management, domestic arts, law/politics, mathematics,
mechanical activities, medical science, medical service,
merchandising, military activities, music/dramatics, nature,
office practices, public speaking, religious activities, sales,
science, social service, teaching,,and writing. Individuels are
also rated as to how their interests compare with individuals
already working in 124 different occupations. An acedemic
orientation scale and introversion-extroversion scale are also
included. ;The test requires from 20-30 minutes to complete, and
scoring must be purchased through authorized scoring agencies.

f. USES'General Aptitude test Battery (GATB) Forms A, B, C, and D:
1970; Grades 9-12 and adults; United States Department of Labor,

Manpower,Administration, Wadhington, D.C. 20210.

GATB is a multiple aptitude test-battery testing the following
areas: intelligence, verbal, numerical, spatial, form
perception, clerical perception, motor coordination, finger
dexterity, and manual dexterity. Administration time is
approximately tWo.and one-half hours for the total battery. Also
available is the USES Nronreading Aptitude Test Battery, a ,

comparable instrument for nonreading populations. GATB was
developed by the United States Employment Service,for use in its .
occupational counseling program. Minimum aptitude scores and
norts for specific occupations are provided for use is
counseling. Use of the GATB as a measure of intelligence is not
advised.

_ _g, Vocational Opinion-Index (31OI),-Forms A and B; Associates-for
Researth in Behavior, Inc., The Science Center, 34th and Market
Street, Philadelphia, Pe'nnsylvania 19104.

.rmsmilio.
The Vocationar000,Opinion Index is a short paper-and-pencil test' to
reasure an individual's Job Readiness Posture (JRP) - attitudes,
perceptions" and Motivations which impact on ability to obtain and
maintain a jip. The 58 item VOI can be,,administered in about 20
minutes and kssesses thelfollowing dimeAkons: attractions of
work, losses associaW with obtaining and maintaining a job, and
barriers to employmeift. The test provides a diagnosis of reaions
contributing to an individualLa classification as a potential
nonworker, andacan be used to develop prescriptive material to
improve the JR1r. The tek, available in English and Spanish,
must be scored by the publisher. The VOI was designed; tested
and normed specifically for the economically disadvantaged
population. Research has been done to establish the validity and
reliability of VO).

h. Wide Range Employability Sample Test (WREST) by Joseph F. Jastak
and Sarah Jastak; 1980; Ages 16-55; Jastak Associates, Inc., 1526
Gilpin Avenue, Wilmington,-Delaware 19806.
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The WREST was originally designed for use with mentally and
phuically handicapped individuals, but has more recently been
rair sed for use with'the general population. Theaten work sample
tasks included are: folding, stapling, packaging, measuring, tag
stringing, gluing, collating, color and shade matching, pattern
matching, and assembling. Each task takes seven to 15 minutes toa
.complete, while the entire.titest requires about one and one-half
hours for individual administration, and two hours for small
groups of three to six persons. Norms are provided for
production quantity and.production quality for the general -
population and for special groups.

asic Educational Skill Assessment:

a., Analysis of Skills: Language Arts.(ASK-Language Arts) by0. F.
Anderhalter, Neil J. Vail, and Joseph F. Papenfuss; 1975-76;
Grades 2-8; Scholastic, Testing Service, Inc., 480 Meyer Road,
Bensenville, Illinois 60106.

Li ASK-Language Arts is an objettive-referenced and norm-referenced
test measuring skills in capitalization and punctuation, usage,
and sentence knowledge/composing process. Each of 36-58 skills
are tested bithree items, and the results.are given.as mastery,
partial mastery and non-mastery of each skill. The test is
available in six levels, with the overlapping of grades (2-a,
3-4, etc.). Approximate administration times vary from 60 to 90
minutes. Rental and scoring services are available. No data on
reliability is presented, nor are norms given far the skill
scores.

b.- Diagnostic Skills Battery (DSB), Form A and(B; 1977; Grades 1-8;
Scholastic Testing Service, 480 Meyer Road, Bensenville, Illinois
60106.

The Diagnostic Lills Battery tests reading and mathematics in
four levels for grades 1-8 (Levels 12, 34, 56, and 78), with
language arts also included in Levels 34, 56, and 78, The tests
4e similar 4o those of the Analysis of Skills test series
fpublished by the same company ds described below), but test
fewer objectives. DSB focuses on 15-45 objectives in each area
at each level, using two items per bbjective. Test
administration time is approximately two hours, 40 minutes. Both
objective-referenced scores and norm-referenced scores are
reported. The General Mandel contains the rationale for the
tests as well as an explanation of the scores reported.
Descriptions of the standardization procedures, and internal
characteristics of the test are also provided.

c. General Educational Performance Index, Forms AA and BB, by
Don F. Seamen and.Anna C. Seaman; 1981; Adults; Steck-Vaughn
Company, P.O. Box 2028, Austin, Texas 78768.
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The General Educational Performance Index was devised to measure
the extent to which adults are ready to attempt the General
Educational Development test. The five subtests include writing,
reading, matheikatics, social studies and science. Administration
time is approximately three hours. Test scores may be useful for
groupinvfor instructional purposes or following progress in --

test-retest situations. A description of the test construction
and standardization procedures, along with the test!rs validity
and reliability, are included in the Manual ofDirections.

d. High School Equivalency Test Guide by Raymond G. Hodges; 1975;
Adults; P.A.R. Inc., Abbott Park Place., Providence, Rhodb Island.

4

The High School Equivalency Test Guide is a test primer for the
GED, similar in some aspects to the deneral Education Performance
Index describedlearlier. Subscores are available in the
following areas: correctness and effectiveness of expression
(spelling, capitalization, punctuation, usage, effectiveness of
expression, diction and style); interpretation of reading
materials in literature, social studies and general science; and
general mathematical ability. The test guide contains 310
multiple choice items.

e. Minimum Essentials Test, Forms A, B, and C, by John W. Wick and
Jeffrey K. Smith; 1980; Grades 8-12 and adults; Scott, Foresman
and Company, 1900 East Lake Ave., Glenview, Illinois 60025.

The Minimum Essentials Test measures student achievement in
reading, language, and mathematics, and provides information on
thestudent's ability to apply basic skills to life situations.
An optional writing test is included. The 124-item test requires
about one and onehalf hours to administer. The reading section
covers literal comprehension, inferential comprehension, context
clues, and main idea. The language section assesses knowledge in
punctuation, capitalization, and sentence structure.. The
mathematics test covers basic arithmetic operations for whole
numbers, fraetions, decimals and percents. The life skills
sectiOn tests the application of those skills in communication;
finance; government and law; health, safety and nutrition;
transportation; and occupations. Both norm-referenced and
criterion-referenced scoring information is available, with
standards of mastery set by the local user. InformatiOn on the
tests' development and additional technical data are provided in
the Teacher's Manual.

f. Objectives-Referenced Bank of Items and Tests: ,Reading and
Communication Skills (ORBIT: RCS); 1975; Grades K-Adults;
CTB/McGraw-Hill, Del Monte Research Park, Monterey, California
93940.

OVIT: RCS is a collection of 335 objectives and corresponding
test items from which educators can select those most appropriate
for their local goals and programs. Objectives and items are

a
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available in the following areas: visual discrimination, phonic
analysis, structural analysis, word meaning, literal
comprehension, reference skills, language mechanics and language
expression. Each objective indicates the vocabulary level of the
corresponding items (primary through 10th grade). Scores.are
reported for each subtest with the criterion level for all
subtests established at 75 percent. Each subtest requires
approximately five minutes to administer. If a set of items
requires oral administration, or requires more than one page,
thee information is noted in the catalog of objectives. Tests
are available in two formats, and include an examiner's manual.
Objectives booklets are also avaflabie. Low reliabilities for
subtests, and the need for precise recordkeeping, may be concerns ..
for the potential user.

g. SRA Norm-Referenced/Criterion-Referenced Testing Program;
1971-76;:Grades 3-9; Science Research Aasociates, Inc., 155 N.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinbis 60606.

The SRA gorzt-Referenced/Criterion-Referenced
Testing Program is a

collectidh of tests that oan be used in a variety of combinations
to fit local needs and circumstances. The norm-referenced tests
contain 30 items and require 25 minutes to administer. The
crite4on-referenced tests require 45 minutes to administer and
contain 13-15 objectives with three items per objective. Reading
CRT's are available in the following areas: phonic analysis,
ser6ctural analysis, Vocabulary, comprehension and study skills.
Agencies desiring customized CRTs mu.select from the Mastery:
An Evaluation Tool reading or matheEitics objectives. The
Survival Skills Reading and Mathematics tests are presented as an

-Optiofial-bdthpbffeiit-.--Siime-tichilical data is available in the
NRT/CRT Interpretive Manual, but close examination should be made
of the validity and reliability data of the individual tests
being considered.

h. SRA Survival Skills in Reading and Mathematics; 1976; Grades
6-Adult; Science Research Associates, Inc., 155 N. WaOer Dr.,
Chicago, Illinois 60606.

The SRA Survival Skills Test, a criterion-referenced test,
measures 20 objectives in math and 20 objectives in reading.
Each objective is measured-using three items. The test requires
approximately two hours to complete. Tests may be hand or
machine scored. Suggested mastery level for each item is 100
percent while mastery level for each test is suggested as 80
percent. The available student data includes the percent of
students mastering each objective, performance on each item, and
oyerall test performance. Group data includes the percent of
students mastering each objective,,the percent of students
responding to each item correctly, the average overall test
performance, and the distribution of students mastering
cumulative numbers of objectives.
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i. Steck-Vaughn Placement Survey for Adult Basic Educatiorirlorms
I-K, I-L, II-M, and II-Q, by Beth Ann Phillips; Adults with
educational skills from grades 1-8; Steck-Vaughn Company, P.O.
Box 2028,, Austin, Texas 78768.

The Steck-Vaughn Placement Survey for Adult Basic Education is
designed to assess skills from a nonreading level through 8th .

grade. Skills are assessed in the areas of reading, language,
and mathematics and include phonicp<vocabulary, comprehension,

capitalization, punctuation, spelling, English usage, money, word
problems, and operations with whole numbers. .Test administration-
time is approximately 15 minutes for each section, or 45 minutes
for the entire survey. A word list is used as an initial
screening device to prevent learnersfrom experiencing excessive
frustration when taking certain Parts of this survey. A Skills
Breakdown Chart is provided to help identify specific strengths
and weaknesses. Prescriptions are given by grade level, keyed to
other Steck-Vaughn publications. Technical data.is not included
in the examiner's manual.

j. Test of Adult Basic Education (TARE); 1976; Adults with reading
levels grade 2-9; CTB/McGraw-Hill, Del Monte Research Park,
Monterey, Calitqrnia 93940..

TABE is a measure of adult.proficiency in the basic skills of
reading, mathematics and language. The test is gyailable in
three levels, E (easy), M (medium), and D (diffialt), and'
requires from 127 minutes to 209 minutes to complete. Subtest
scores are reported for vocabulary, comprehension, comPueation,
concepts and problems, mechanics and expression, and spelling.
Scores are reported as standard scoreg-and-grade equivalent
scOres. TABE is the adult version of the California Achievement
Test (CAi7161-), and uses the same basic content and format. Norms
are available, but they are based on CAT-70, rather than TABE.

k. USES Basic Occupational Literacy Test (BOLT), Forms A, B, and C;
1973; Educationally disadvantaged adults; United States ,

.Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1515 Broadway,
New York, New York 10036.

BOLT is a test of basic reading and math skills developed for use
' with educationally disadvantaged adults. It is available in

three forms at four levels: fundamental, basic intermediate,
high intermediate, and advanced. Administration of the VOLT is
preceded by giving the Wide Range Scale-, a brief screening test

in reading and math, to determine the appropriate level of BOLT
for the individual. Subscale scores are available in Ileac:ling
vocabulary, reading comprehension, arithmetic computation, and
arithmetic reasoning. Subtest raw scores are converted to
standard scores, which are translated to a GED (General
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Eddcational Development) level. Counselors can compare literacy
skills on the subtests with occupational skill requirements
provided in the supplements to facilitate vocational placement.
The entire test requires approximately 130 minutes to administer,
and can be hand or machine scored.

'Reading:

a. Analysis of Skills: Reading (ASK-Reading) by 0.F. Anderhalter
and Frances Shands; 1974-76; Grades 1-8; Scholastic Testing
Service, Inc., 480 Meyer Road, Bensenville, Illinois 60106.

ASK: Reading is.a criterion- and norm-referenced test measuring
skills in the following areas: word analysis, comprehension, and
study skills. Skill scores are interpreted as mastery, partial
mastery,%and non-mastery in the following categories:
discrimination, phonetic analysis, structural analysis, word
recognition, vocabulary in 'context, literal comprehension,
inferential comprehension, critical comprehension, library and
reference skills, organization skills, pictorial and graphic

.- material, and following directions. In most cases, each skill is
measured-by three items. Total test administration times vary
(depending on the test level) from approximately 135 to 175
minutes, divided among three testing sessions.

b. Criterion-Referenced Tests: Reading TaCtics, Levels A -
Olive Stafford Niles and J. JapP Tuinman;-1981; Grades 7-12;
Scott; Foresman and Company, .1900 East Lake Avenue, Glenview, IL
60025.-

Reading tactics ie an instructional program which is designed
primarily for students who are typically below average in their
reading skills. The criterion-referenced tests are the
diagnostic and evaluative components of this system. The
concepts and skills taught in the Tactics program are defined by
12 Program Objectives and 78 Skills Objectives in the following
areas: word attack (cdhtext, structure, soUnd, and dictionary),
inferences, central focus, relationships, sentence meaning,
judgments, figurative language, imagery, and flexibility. Each
objective is measured by a six- to eight- item subtest, which is
available in either hand scored or machine scored editions.
These tests can be used to their greatest advantage.when used in
conjunction with the other elements of the instructional program.

c. Fountain Valley Teacher Support System in Secondary Reading
(FINSS-SR). 1976; Grades 7-12; Richard L. Zweig Associates, Inc.,
/0800 Beach Blvd., Huntington Beach, California 92648.

The Fountain Valley Teacher Support System in Secondary Reading
(FVTSS-SR) is a continuation of the earlier edition which was
developed for grades 1-6. Sixty-one specific objectives are
divided into three subtest areafT comprehension, study skills,
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and vocabulary. Subtests are of varying lengths with the
majority consisting of four or six items. An optional Survey
test is available for initial screening of students. While the
system assesses student mastery of specific objectives and
provides references for remediation, the extensive record-
keeping required may inhibit some potential users.

d. Gray Oral Reading Test; 1967; Grades 1-Adult; Bobbs-Merrill
Company, 4300 West 62nd Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46268. i

The Gray Oral Reading Test is uleful as an adjunct to silent
reading tests. The test is available in four comparable forms, \

with 13 passages ranging in difficulty levels trom pre-primer
1

through adult. The examiner presents different passages for the
student to read aloud, progressing until the student makes seven
or more errors on two successive passages. Errors are classified
as aid, gross mispronunciation of.a word, partial
mispronunciation, omission of a word or group of words, insertion
of a word or group of words, repetitionof one or more words, and
inverting or changing word order. Instructions are provided for
scoring the four comprehension items given at the conclusion of

-each passage.

e. Individualized Criterion Referenced Testing: Reading (ICRiR),
Forms A and B; 1973-76; Grades K-8; Educational Development
Corporation, P.O. Box 45663, Tulsa, OK 74145.

The ICRTR consists of nine levels of tests covering.345 .

overlapping objectives, with two items per objective. Each level
includes from two to nine minibooklets covering from 16 to 72
objectives. Objectives,include letter recognition, phonetic
analysis, structural analysis, literal and critical
comprehension, and vocabulary. Tests,are available in machine-
and hand-scorable editions. The items appear to have content
validity in that they reflect the objectives accurately. The
manual does not discuss in detail other questions of objective
and item se? lection, nor doe-S' it discuss field test information on

final test forms, assignment of objectives to a level,
development of the continuum of objectives, and the reliability
of the test in general. Test results are reported in the form of
a student summary, listing the objectives the student has
mastered, as well as the objectives needing review.

f. An,Evaluation Tool: Reading (System for Objective-Based.
'AssessmentReading (SOBAR), Forms L and M by the Center for the
Study of Evaluation, University of California at Los Angeles;
1974-76; Grades K-9; Scidnce Research Associates, Inc., 1.55 N.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606.

SOBAR is a set of criterion-referenced subtests in six areas:
comprehension, letter recognition, phonic analysis, structural
analysis, study skills and vocabulary. Each grade level test
includes from 25-35 objectives, each meassured by three items.
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Each subtest can be administerecNin approximately three minutes.
The potential user has the option of selecting from 302
objectives for.a customized test i1n either English or Spanish.
Scoring services available includ1 performance on each objective,
as well as performance on the tpfal test for each pupil, class or
system. The manual recommends a program of criterion-referenced
probes called Diagnosis: An Instructional Aid. SOBAR provides
additional instructional prescriptions based on pages frdm basal

/ texts and supplementary marelials.

Performance Assessment in Reading (PAIR); 1978; Gradea 7-9;
CTB/McGraw-Hill, Del Monte Research Park; Monterey, California
93940.

PAIR provides identification of learner needs in basicTreading
skills and instructional prescriptions referenced to those
skills. The 72-item test is divilled into two sections for
administration: reading enabling skills and life role
applications. Each section requires approximately 50 minutes to
cdmplete. Reading subtests include vocabulary, literal
comprehension, critical comprehension, and location/study
skills. Life role applications include pictorial representation,
reference, forms and documents and rules and regulations. Local
programs set the standards bf mastery. Reporting services are
available from the publisher.

h. Power Reading Survey Test by William E. Blanton, James L. Laffey,
Edward L. Robbins, and Carl B. Smith; 1973-75; Grades 1-12; BFA,
Educational Media, 2211 Michigan Avenue, P.O. Box 1795 Santa
Monica, California 90406.

The Power Reading Survey Test is a series of three
criterion-referenced tests measuring 105 objectives in three
areas: word recognition, comprehension and study skills. Test
administration time ranges from one to five hours depending on
the test level used. Approximate test administration times are
one hour for Power 1, two hours for Power 2, and five hours for
Power 3. The Power tests are a part of the Power Reading System,
a program for diagnosis and remedial instruction which includes
lesson plans and additional tests which must be reproduced
locally. Some of the tests in each level must be administered
individually. A recordkeeping-system is included for monitoring
the progress of individual students by objective.

i. Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test (SDRT), Forms A and B, by Bjorn
Karlsen, Richard Madden, and Eric-F.'Gardner; 1966-76; Grades
1.5-13; The Psychological Corporation, 757 Third Avenue, New
York, New York 10017. ,

The Stanford'Diagnostic Reading Test is available in machine- or
hand-scorable editions at fout levels. The red level, designed
for grades one-three, tests Ibilities in word reading,
comprehension, auditory vocabulary, auditory discrimination and
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phonetic analysis. The green level, fdr grades two-five,
measures auditory yocabulary, auditory discrimination, phonetiC
analysis, structural analysis, and literal and inferential
comprehension. The brown level, for people with reading ability
in the four-nine grade range assesses abilities in auditory '

vocabulary, litera,1 and inferential comprehension, phonetic
analysis, structural analysis, and reading rate. The blue level
(grades nine-13) tests literal and inferential,comprehension,
vocabulary (word meaning and word par6p), phonetic analysis,

stfuctural analysis, and rate 4scanning,-skimming and fast
reading). Administration times vary from 115 minntes to 165
minutes. Content-referenced scores and norm-
referenced scores are provided along with suggestions for
prescriptive teaching and instructional alternatives.

j. Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests. Forms A-and4.7 by Richard W.
Woodcock, 1972-73; Grades K-12; American Guidance Service, Inc.,
Publisher's Building, Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014.

The Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests is an individually
administered test measuring abilities inthe following areas:
letter identification, word identification, word comprehension,
and passage comprehension. Although the pre5licted administration
time is 20-30 minutes, poor readers may require much longer.

Mathematics:

a. Analysis of Skills: Mathematics 4ASK-Mathematics) by O.F.
Anderhalter; 1974-76; Grades 1-8; Scholastic Testing Service,
Inc., 480 Meyer Road, Bensenville, Illinois 60106.

ASK-Mathematics is an objective-referenced'and norm-referenced
test measuring skills in the following areas: computational
skills, concepts, and applications. Skill scores are provided
for the following areas: positive whole numbers, fractions and
decimals; negative integers; computational processes; nuMbers and
numeration systems, properties, and theory; set notation and
operation; common measures; metric and nonmetric geometry;
percents; statistics and probability; trigonometry; functions And
graphs; ratios and proportions; mathematical sentences and
algbra; everyday problems; and use of specific concepts. Each
skill is tested by three items, and the results are given as
mastery, partial mastery, and nonmastery of each skill. The test
is available in seven levels, with overlapping of the grades 1-8
(1-2, 2-3, etc.). Approximate administration times vary from
100-180 minutes, divided among three testing sessions.

b. Diagnostic Mathematics Inventory OW, Levels A - G, by John
Gessel; 1971-74; Grades 1.5'-.8.5; CTB/McGraw-Hill, Del Monte
-Research Park, Monterey, California 93940.

The DMI is a criterion-referenced test measuring 325 specific
objectives using four items per objective. The individual
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diagnostic report and the objectives.mastery reportlorlthe
entire class reflect learning on an objective-by-objective
basis. The objectives are in the following general areas:
numeration, computation, fractions, 'decimals, negative numbers,
number properties, numerical reasoning, number theory, metric
geometry, measurement, money, temperdture, time, geometry,
percents, and set notation. Suggested mastery level is 75
percent though local standards may be substituted. Included in
the testing materials are a teacher's guide and a learning
activities guide. Also available are reference guides to each
textbook keyed to DMI and a guide to nontextbook materials.

c. Fountain Valley Teacher Support System in Mathematics (FVTSS-M);
1972-74; Grades K-8; Richard L. Zweig Associates, Inc.i 20800
Beach Blvd., Huntiington Beach, California 92648.

.The Fountain Valley Teacher Support System in Mathematics is a
series of 786

A subtests, each measuring a specific objective in
one of the foilowing areas: applications,lunctions and graphs,
geometry, logicaf thinking, measurement, numbers and operations,
problem solving, sets, statistics and probability. The test is
administered by tape cassette in both self-scoring and
hand-scoring editions. Tests rUqUice fro& 11-25 minutes per
subtest. Looseleaf prescription guides and individual record
forms are included with the test manual for each grade. While
this'system assesses student mastery of specific objectives and
provides references for remediation, the amount of recordkeeping
required may be prohibitive for some instructors.

d. Individual Pupil Monitoring System--Mathematics

(IPMS-Mathematics), Forms S and T; 1973; Grades 1-8; Riverside
Publishing Company, 1919 South Highland Avenue, LOmbard, Illinois
60148.

The IPMS-Mathematics is a criterion-referenced tett measuring
objectives in the following areas: numeration and number
systems, basic mathematical operations, geometry, measurementj
problem solving, probability and statistics, and sets. The
system includes a series of tests that are grouped into
assessment modules," answer sheets, pupil progress records,

teachermanagement records, behavioral objective booklets,
reference booklets for individualizing instruction, and teachers'
guides. There are from 47-64 objectives for each grade level,
with 442 objectives in all. The -Objectives in the assessment
module match those generally taught in the fall, winter or spring
quarter of each year. Levels one-three have five items per
objective, while levels four-eight have ten items per objective.

e. Individualized Criterion Referenced Testing; Math (ICRTM), FOrms
A and B; 1973-77; Grades 1-8; Educational Development
Corporation, P.O. Box 45663, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74145.
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The ICRTM consists of eight levels of tests measuring 312
obje-c.7.;;S in the following areas: sets; bases/numeration
systems; addition and subtraction/whole.numbers; place value;
equations and inequalities; properties of addition and
subtraction; money; time; geometry; fractions; measurement; word
problems; multiplication of whole numbers; division of whole
numbers; properties of multiplication and division;
multiples/prime and composition, factorization; estimation and
rounding; graphs and scale drawings; decimals and percents;

exponential notation; ratio and proportion; and operations of
rational numbers/integers. Objectives are measured by two items
each, and are grouped in four or five boOklets for each level.

Mastery levels are established as 100 percent for all tests. The
tests are available in machine- or hand-scorable editions. Test
results are reported as a student summary, listing the objectives
the student has mastered, as well as the objectives needing
review.

f. KeyMath Diagnostic Arithmetic Test by Austin J. Connolly, William
Nachtman, and E. Milo"Pritchett; 1971-76; K-6; American Guidance
Service, Inc., Publisher's Building, Circle Pines, Minnesota
55014.

KeyMath Diagnostic Arithmetic Test is an individually
administered test originally developed for use with educable
mentally retarded children. Subtest scores are available in the
following areas: numeration, fractions, geometry, symbols,
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, mental
computation, numerical reasoning, word problems, missing
elements, money, measurement, time and metrics. The items are
keyed to objectiyes and deficit areas are defined'in detail,
allowing accurate remediation. The items are pressnted in an
easel kit folder and the-test requires approximately 30 minutes
to administer. The testing packet includes diagnostic records
and manual.

g. Mastery:- An Evaluation Tool: Mathematics, Forms X and Y; Grades
K-9; Science Research Associates, Inc., 155 N. Wacker Drive,
Chicago, Illinois 60606.

Mastery: An Evaluation Tool: Mathematics is a set of
criterion-referenced subtests in ten areas--fractional numbers;
geometry; integers; measurement; numbers and numerals; sets,
functions and graphing; sets, logical thinking and geometry;
tatistics and probability; whole number compAtations; and whole

numbers. Each grade level test includes from 15 to 40
objectives, each measured by three items. They can be
administered in appraimately three minutes each. Scoring and
reporting are similar to SOBAR with mastery levels at
100 percent for each subtest. A user's guide; manual, and manual
supplement are also available..

Awilo
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h. 1Mathematica: IOX Objectives-Based Tests, Forms A and B;*by Ira
Moskow, Denis Purcell, and Don May; 1973-76; Grades K-9;
Instructional Objectives Exchange, Box 24095, Los Angeles,
California 90024.

Mathematics; IOX Objectives-Based Tests'are 280
criterion-referenced tests with five-ten items based on
behavioral objectives. The K-6 tests assess skills in the
following areas: .aets and numbers, operations and properties,
numerations and relations, measurement and geometry. Tests for

-\-trades-seven-nine include measures in the following areas:
elements, symbOlism, measurement, geometry, operations and
relations. Printed on spirit masters, each test requires
five-ten minutes to adMinister.

i. Objectives-Referenced Bank of Items and Tests: Mathematics
(ORBIT: M). 1975; Grades K-Adults; CTB/McGraw-Hill, Del Monte
Research Park, Monterey, California 93940.

.

ORBIT: M is a customized, criterion-referenced test consisting
of four-item, single objective subtests covering up to 50
objectives. The 507 available objectives correspond with items
in the following 18 areas: addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division, number and numeration, number theory,
number sentences, number properties, set theory, common scales,
geometry, measurement, graphs, coordinate geometry, word
problemA, probability and statistics, algebra, ratio and
proportion and percent. Subtests are categorized accordiAg to
the grade range in which each objective it typically introduced
and mastered. Each subtest requires approximately five minutes
to administA. If a subtest requires oral administration, or
requires more than one page, it is noted'in the catalog of
objectives available from the publisher. The customized tests
&te-aVailable-in-two-ariats, hand-scorable or machine-
scorable, and each includeb an examiner's manual.

. Stanford Diagnostic Mathematics Test is available in machine7 or
hand-scorable editions at four levels. The red level, designed .

for grades one-four, tests abilities in number system and
numeration-simple and compound, addition and subtraction, story
problems, tables and graphs, geometric shapes and properties,
time'and money. The green level, for grades three-six, tests
concepts of whole numbers, decimals, ordering, rounding,
addiiion, subtraction, multiplication, division, simple and
compound number sentences, story problems, geometric shapes and
properties, metric system, time and money. The brown level
(grades five-eight) tests the same concepts as the previous one,
with adjustments made for grade level. It also includes both
metric and English systems of measure. The blue level, (grades
seven-13) measures many of the same concepts asithe previous two
levels, with the addition of rate problems. Test administration
times range from 95-120 minutes per level. Norms are provided,

a
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along with percentile ranks ant stanines,by grade. Individual
diagnostic reports and pupil profiles rdentify individual
strengths and weaknesses and facilitate remediation ingthe
general areas. If more detailed information is needed, a loca
pr.2.4Iced test might serve better.

C,
'
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5. 'Selected Bibliography of Helpful Resources.

The selection of resources listed here is not-mead to be
exhaustive; rather it is meant tO provide.the reader 'with a
mana,pable list of useableand readable documents- Some are
research findings; some are theory; some are practical guides; and a
few provide actual curriculum activities 'that can be done with young
people.

4
A code is used'to specify the type of resource presented; the code is

B - Books

J - Journals

AV--Audio-Visual Materials

'P - Papers, Monographs, Guides, Reports and others

C - Curriculum Activities .

.C/B Boston YWCA Connections. A Program for Middle School Students
about Women and Work and.Skills for Good Jobs. WOmen's
Educational Equity Act Program, U.S. Education Department, 1980.

B Bennett, Lawrence, and others. Counseling in Correctional
Environments. New York: Human Scienbes Pressr 1978.

P Butler, Erik and Darr, Jim. Lessons from Experiencs: An Interim
Review of the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act.
Center for Public"Seivice, Brandeis University, 1980.

B Dictionary q, Occupational Titles, U.S-dOepartment of Labor, U.S.
Employment-Service. \October, 1977.

A
B Giving Youth a Better Chance, A report of the CarnegiS'Council on

Policy-Studies in Higher Education. San Francisco: ,Jossey-Bass,
1979.

1

J Gold, Martin. *Scholastic pxperkences,1 Self7Esteem, and.
Delinquent Behavior: A Theory for Alteinative Schools', Crime and
Delinwency, 1978.

B Grasso, John and Shea, John. Vocational Education and Training:
Impact on Youth. Berkeley: The Carftgie Council bn Policy
Studies in Higher Education, 1979.

C/B Hamar, R; Hunter, A; Moore, M, Women In Nontraditional Careers
Curriculum Guide, Portland, Oregon% Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory, 1981.
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tAlt eke" ,-- -Reilitte-.--Pfe-Emproyment-Slidertape Program for Limited
English Speakers. Educational Media and Ciirriculum Consultant
(890 S.1. Merryman. Street), Sherwood, Oregon, 97140.

.-J` Holland, ;.T.L, Making Vocational Choices. Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1973.

B Hoyt,. Kenneth. Career Education: What- It Is and How to Do It.
Olympus Publishing Co:

B Human Interaction'Research Institute. New Career Options for
Women: A Counselor's Source Book. Los Angeles: Human
"Interaction Research Institute.

C/B Jackson, Tom Guerilla Tactics in the Job Market. New York:
Bantam-Press, 1978.

C/B Lawson, Jane and Finn, Peter. Career Education Activities for
_ Subject-Area Teachers,'Grades 1-6, 6-9,142. Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Abt Publications, 1975.^

P Mangum,-Garth, ed. CETA: Results and Design, The National
Council on Employment Policy, 1981.

P Minnesota CETA--Education Task Force. Planning Together: A Guide
for CETA and Education Program Planners. 'For National Association
of State Boards of Education. .AugUst, 1979.

P Minnesota State Department of Education, Youth Employment Unit.
PartnersCETA Education Youth. Minnesota: February, 1979.

B Mitchell-, Anita M. Career Development Needs 'Of Seventeen
Year-Olds...,,, Falls Church, Virginia: American Personnel and

, Guidance As46-ciation, 1978.

4Yr

C/B Mitchell, Joyce Slayton. Free to Choose:, Decisio -Making for
Young Men. New York: College Entrance Examinati n Board, 1978.

C/B Mitchell, Joyce Slayton::, I Can Be AnythingCareees and Colleges
-for Young Women. New York: College Entrance Examination Board,
1978. .

,

C/B Mitchell, Joyce Slayton. The Work Book: A. Guide to Skilled
Jobs. Bantam Books, 1978.

PNational Center for Research in Vocational Education. Career.
Resource Centers: A Guide to Expanded Career Gfiidance Services
and Career Education DeliVery Systems. National Center for
Aesearch in Vocational Education (1960 Kenny oad), Columbus, Ohio
43210, 1977.
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National Commission for Research on Youth. Technical Assistance
- for Youth Participation in Youth Employment Programs: A Catalogue

for CETA-Youth Directors. Washington, D.C.: Rational Commission
for Research on Youth.

P National Youth Practitioners' Network. "Focusing Better on
Youth: Legislative RecommendatiOns from the Field." The Center

"-for Public Service;Trindeis University, 1982.

P Nortwestern Voeational Curriculum Management Center. Vocational
Curriculum Catalogue. Washington State Commission for Vocational
Education, 9th Issue, 1982.

P Presman, Harvey Linking School and Wbrk, Youthwork, Inc. April
198a:

Selz, Nina The Teachi g of Employability Skills: Who's
Responsible? Columbus, Ohio: The National Center for Rese4rch in
Vocational Education,'The Ohio State University, 1980.

B Wirtz, Willard. The Boundless Resource. Washington, D.C.: The
New Republic Book Company, Inc., 1978,

P Youth: Transition to Adulthood, Report of the Panel on Youth of
the President's Science Advisory Committee, June 1973.
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PROGRAM ASSESS4ENT

Assessment is a process of determining the quality, character and extent
of program performance. In the LWrmodels that operated in Washington,
an extensive assessment was undertaken to determine whether the models
did, in fact, have any effect upon the level of coordination between
schools and the employment and training agencies.

Program planners or evaluators must make a number of choices related to
assessment. Questions such ae the ones listed below can guide planning
for assessment. (You may use the list to sketch:some initial thoughts

'

related to your own program, as well.)

L4T"Response
1. What are the purposes of To determine effect

assessment? mo4els on coordin-.

ation.

t 2. What aspect's or components Administration, Services
of the program will be to Youth, Educational/
measUred? Employability Develop-

.

ment Services, Transition
to Work..

3. How will data be Projec,t Coordinators
gathered? complete self-assessment;

outside person completes
same assessment'based on
interviews.

4. When will datt.be" ,Prior to implementing the
gathered? models, and periodically

throughout duratipn of
funding.

. 5. What will be done with
data?

Reported to Employment
securityi-

6. What resources are Contract with outside
available,to carry,out -agencies.

.assessment activitiei7-

Your Response

0

%

You can do a number of things to help make assessment a positive process
rather than a threatening orfe-r

o Let everyone who is going to be involved know that assessment is
to take place.
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If,possible, involve people who will be affected in planning the
assessment.

.o Let people know why t is being done, who is doing it'and how.they
can benefit from it. Nothing oan be more damaging than springing
an unexpected assissment on pre(gram staff.

--""\
o Be willing to work around busy schedules4of program staff. Don't

schedule an assessment meeting on the first day of a program's
operation because everyone will probably be busy with kids.

people time, to gatherl the information they need to respond

to assessment questions.

o Generally, assessment questions should ask for concrete,
measurable responses. For example; "HOw many students were
enrolled in your program?" should elicit a direct answer.

In the case of Let's Work Together, we found that it was difficult to
measure ",coordination," so we decided to include a category of
"indicators" which would provide;concrete guidelines to respondents. For

..,,e instance7-Dne item' "on the assessment instrument asked people to describe
.the extent to which "work experiences were utilized to develop
employability.skills." The suggested indicator was whether there was 4
match between a worksite job description and needs identified on a
'students' employability development plan.

The Let's Work Together Assessment Instrument may be used as i or
modified to meet specific situations. It lends itself well to repeated .

uses so that comparisons can be made. The instrument is limited to items
describing program prpcesses and procedures, and does not attempt to
directly measure changes in students as f result of the LWT models. The

"'instrument.contains a set of directions that describe how to use it, and
'it requires 6p special training.

I-,
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"LET'S WORK:TOGETHER" PROJECT

Assessment instrument

COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOL MODEL

Prepared with funds made available under ,the'
tComprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA),
Special Grants to Governors. State of Washington
EmploymenX Security Department, Employment and

ining Division. John Spellman, Governor.
Norward J. Brooks, Commissioner.

September 3, 1981

Educatiorv& Work Program
Northymt Regional Educational Laboratory
300 S.W. Sixth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204
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"Let's,Work Together" Project

Assessment Instrument
, ,

Purpose

The purpose of this instrument is to determine to what degree sites using the
"Let's Work Together" models have been able to improve the coordination of
Youth Employment and Training Programs aril vocational education services to
their students. This assessment coVers the basic organizational and opera-
tional features considered essential to a vocational education/YETP colla-

,borative program.

Each Program director is asked to complete the instrument. In addition, a
third-pasty evaluator will complete the instrument, using information gathered

--'-during interviews with program staff and peaxticipants and reviews of available
program records. This prdcess will provida a copplete picture of the effective--1 -ness Of the "Let's Work Together" models in coordinating vocational education
and YETP resources for in-school youth.

_

Use

It is useful for this instrugent to be comnleted by a project director shortly
after the program has begun and again toward the end of the school year. Some

--project directors may find it helpful to have the entire staff discuss their
jUdgments about where the program is on certain dimensions of the Checklist
and to use it as a way of monitoring any areas they feel may have been neglected
or omitted in the program's operation. The completion of the instrument toward
the end.of the school year can provide an opportunity to monitor ways in which
the operation of the program may have dhanged over the year.

Directions

Thia assessment instrument covers five areas of potential YETPP-vocational-
education collaboration:

administration/organization

services to youth

education/employability develcipment services

work experiences

itransition to work

79
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In addition, -a sixth section covers questions related to the specific CETA-..
vocational education model being implemented.

Within each of these six categories, a series of statements appears.which
represent Characteristics of an ideally functioning coordinated program.
Persons using this instrument are asked to rate, on a scale of 1-5, the
extent to Which each statement is an accurate description of theiriprogram.
If the item very closely describes the program, it should be rated "5." If
it is Partially descriptive, it should be rated between "2" and "4," depending
on how descriptive it is. If the program is not doing what is described in
the statement, it should be rated "1." If the program As implemented was never
intended to address the item or if the item is not applicable to your program,
that should be indicated under "Comments."

In order to help think about what rating should be assigned, a number of
"sample indicators" are presented along with suggestions for "applicable
documentation" accompany each statement. Documentation may be informal
as well as formal!: After reading a statement, review the associated
'tsample indicators" and determine what documentation exists, the statement
should probably be rated "4" or "5." If some of the questions are
answered negatively, a lower rating should be assigned. Persons using
thiS instrument are nqt asked to supply written'answers to the "sample
indicators," but anyone who wishes to explain or amplify a response may
do so using the space under "Comments." Comments may be especially
appropriate in supporting a rating of "1" or "5." If more space is needed
for comments, please use the back of the sheet and write the statement

'number to identify to; which the comment refers.

80
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I
1.0 ADMINISTRAION/ORGANIZATION

1.1 Joint planning involves vocational education
and prime sponsor/YETP operaLor staff in
discussions of terminology, program goals,
credentials, and prOgram operations.

1 2 3 4

0 Check here if your program does
to address this item.

Comments:

5 .

not 'intend

Sample Ineiltators:

a. How many meetings were held, in relation to the
perceived need for meetings?

b. Did these meetings involve the people whom you
felt were important to the planning process?

ce.IDid the planning process address allsthe issues
it needed to?

. 0d. Was there consensus on Wia,]or issues?

Applicable Documentation:

--Agenda and minutes of plannin? meetings

.\ 1.2, Administrative support from both the building
and distria levelsi.as well as at t4e prime
sponsor level assiwes coordination of
vocational education with YETP.

1 2 3 4 5

OCheck heie Af your program does
to address thili.tem.

Comments:

not intend

Sample Indicators:

a. Have the administrators of the school and CETA agency
informed Staff about the existence of this program?

b. Do staffs feel thatttheir administrations suppiprt
this program and are committed to its success?

Applicable Docu emntation:

--Administrative memorandum(a) to staff
--Staff meeting agendas and minutes

hof C)
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1,3 Agreements between and among all coordinating
Rarties assign responsibilities to the party(ies)
most appropriate to assume them; these agreements
are complete and specific.

1 2 3 4

OCheck here if your program does not intend
to address this item. -

Comments:

2.

Sample Indicators:

a. Are there signed agreements which outline the
specific responsibilities of the educational
'institution and CETA prime sponsor/YETP operator
in the implementation and operation of the program?

b. -Do these agreements assign responsibilites to the
institution or agency most Able'to carry them out
efficiently and effectively?

c. Are all staff participating in the program aware of
which responsibilities are assigned to'whom?

d. Are these agreements complete and current?

Applicable Documentation:

--Interagency agreements
--Memorandum(a) to staff
--Staff meeting minutes

1.4 There are clearly spelled out procedures for
documentation which facilitate 000rdinated
activities and the sharing of responsibilities
between and among agencies.

1 2 3 4 5,

°Check here if your program does not intend.11,0

to address this item.

Comments:

14a
p,9

Sample Indicators:

a. Do interagency agreements clarify reporting and
documentation requirements for each assigned
responsibility? If not, is there other written
evidence that docuMentation procedures have been
established?

.b. Is this documentation sufficient to meet the
accountability requirements of both institu-
tions, so that duplication of recordkeeping
is minimized?

c. If appropriate, is there evidence that the
documentation procedures have allowed agencies
Lo share or transfer some of their traditional
responsibilities?

Applicable Documentation:

--Interagency agreements
--Program records, reports
--Correspondence between and amopq staff

GO
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1.5 Clear channels of communication between
school and YETP staff exist at bath administra-
tive and direct service levels; in addition,
there are mechaMisme for-involving these
same staff in decision,and policy making.,

1 2 3 4 5

0 Check here'if your program does not intend
to address this item.

Comments:

3.

JilMple Indicators:

a. Do all staff know whom to contact within their
own agency/institution if problems arise?

b. Do all staff know whom to contact ln the other-
coordinating agency (e.g., the CETA prime sponsor
for school staff) for information or assistance?

c. Are there channels of communication that allow
administrators to discuss administrative issues,
and direct service etaff to discuss service issues?

d. Do staff at all levels feel they have input into
the identification of probleme and the development
of decisions?

Applicable Documentation:

.-'-Interagency and intragency memoranda

27.0 SERVICES-TO YOUTH

2.1 Mechanisme are,established to identify and
refer students to the YETP program; these

mechanisme build on the existing relation-
ships school an'd CETA staff have with eligible
students.

1 2 3 4 5
0 Check hpre if your program does not intend

to rldress-this item.

Coements:

81

Sample Indicators:

a. Have all staffbeen informed of the existence ana
purpose of the program, and of the eligibility'
requirements for participation?

b. Is there a process for all staff, regardless of
their roles, ta use in referring students to the
program,.and has this process been explained to
all staff?

Applicable Documentation:

--Announcements and/or memoranda to staff
--Student records (many contain information on referrals)
--Referral records



2.2 Provision.of services to youth takes advantage
of existing/available services to,minimize
-duplication and maximize offerings. For exampfe,
services such as assessment/testing and counseling
may already be provided, and the coordinated
program incorporates these offerings.

.

1 2 3 4 5

0 Check here if your program does not intend
to address this-item.

Comments:

Sample Indicators:

a. Are program staff aware of assessment/testing and
counseling services that are/were already available
through the school and/or CETA program?

b. Have staff used the existing assessment and testing
.capability of the school br CETA a/jency and/or previous
assessments of students in determining students' needs?

q. Are counseling services for individual students
coordinated by the school and YETP counselors, to
minimize duplication and inconsistency?

Applicable Documentation:

--Students' school counseling records
--Students' EDPs

2.3.The student's Employability Development.Plan (EDP)
or service agreement is prepared with input from
counseling and instructional staff, in addition
to the,student; this plan is based on an assess-
ment, 'of the student's Abilities and interests,

,

and outlines.a,series of educational and emplop4:,
aCbivities to increase the.stuaent's

employability.

2.. 1, : 3 4 5

0 ghea here if your program'does not,intend
. .to address this item.

/

.1'1-Comment's:

1.

,

Sample Indicators:

a. ,Are appropriate people (YETP and school counselors,

instructors andistudents) involved in the preparation
of students' EDPs?

Is all available information (e.g., previous classes .
taken, test results) about the student used in the
preparation of the EDP?

c. Do the EDPs outline a specific series of educational
and employability actiVitiee, based on an assessment
of students' needs and Interests, which will increase
the students' employaility?.

Applicable Documentation:

.7-Students' EDPs
,--$tudènts' school records

p 1
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2.4 The student's EDP is reviewed periodically
to determine progress meeting the goals
and/(or to develop new strategies or goals;
the results of this review are communicated
to those people involved in the initial
preparation of the EDP.

1 2 3 4., 5

0 Check here if your program does not int nd
to addresi this item. *

Comments:

Ars
1

5.

-
Sample Indicators:

a. Are st1.1*Its' EDPs reviewed periodically tiO

determine progress in meeting the plan goals?
.,

b. Are EDPs levised to incorporate new strategies
---"as students' neede change and/or earlier strategies

rove unsuccessful?

C.
_

re appropriate staff involved in and/or,apprised
of these revisions to the EDPs?

'Applicable Documentation:

- -Sttd9fts' EDPs

- -Corrigpondence between school end YETP staff

2.5 At the completio of his/her parlricipatio
in the program, he student has developed
portfolio or record of accompkishments;*

_ those involved in the preparation of the
EDP contribute to this product.

.../7

1 2 B 3 4 5

0 Check here if your program does not intendt-
to addrest this item.

CoiMents:

Sample Indicators:

a. Are staff v th each participant aware of
th need to develop a student portfolio and of its
purpose?

b. Has there been training in portfolio development for
staff?

c- . Are YEW and scho ol staff, in addition to work site
supervisors, aiked to contribute'to this portfolio?

d. Will the information contained in the portfolio'
assist.the student in making the transitfon from
school to work?

Applicable Documentation:

-Students1 EDPs
--Students' portfolios
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6.3.0 EDUCATION/EMPLOYABILITY DEVEL7MENT SERVICES

3.1.ggtudents should have access to available
educational (including vocational) seiVices
and YETP piograms/resources: specific
activitieb.are provided to each student
in accordance with his/her EDP.

1 2 3 4 5

0 Check here if your program does not intend
to.address this item.

Commentsi

Sample Indicators

a. Are students aware of available vocational education,
classes and YETP activities'related to their BDPs?

_

Is their access to those programs guaranteed?

c. Are all students receiving the educational and
employability developmentadXivities outlined in ,

their EDPs? If not all, why not?

d. Are participating students who were not previously
,

involved in'vocational education now enrolled in
voc. ed. classes related to their career interests?

4
Applicable Documentation:

--Students' 2Dis

--Students' class schedu1e:-3\
agrdement

3.2 In addition to enrollment in vocational
education blassee, students are_able to
utilize vocational education resources
(i.e., facilities, equipment, staff) for

.career and/or prevocational exploration
experiences.

1 2 3 4 5

EICheck here if.your program does not intend
to address this item.

.Comments:

6

0'1

Sample IndicatorAY-

a. Have YETP-and vocational education staff worked
.together to identify additional ways to utilize
vocational,education's, resourdes for YETP participants?

b. Have any students been provided opportunities for

career and/or prevocational exploration under such
an alternative program?

Applicable Documentation:

--Students' EDPs
--Minstasof staff meetings

00/



4.0 WORK EXPERIENCES
,

-c

.

4:1 -Work-experiences are developed to relate to
students' career interests and/or classroom
experiences.

1 2 3 4 5

OCheck here if your program' does not intend
to address this item.

Comments:

AL.

Sample Indicators:

a. Are students' work experience sites'developed to
relate to the career interests and/or current classes
identified In students' EDPs?

b. If not, is there a valid reason for it, and are
other approaches being used to relate work experiences

.to students' future'employment?

Applicable Documentation:

--StUdent counseling'recordsi
--Students' EDPs
--Work site'job descriptionsi

4.2 Work eXperiences are Utilized to develop
employability skills.

1 2 3 4 5

OCheck here,lf,jour program does not intend
to address:this item:

Comments:

o n

SSmple Indicators:

a. Are work sites 'developed which will enable students
to learn the employability skills their EDPs indicate
they need?

b.--iie students and work sife supervisors aware of
the kills the students are expected to learn on 4
the ob?

Applicable Documentation:

--Work'site job descriptions
--Students' EDPs
--Work site agreements
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4.3 If approPriate, work experiences are '

utilized to propide an opOortunity for'
career eXploration whidh may guide students
into vodational educatilon programa.

1 2 3 '4 5

aheck pere if youriprogram does not intend
to address this item.

Comments:

a.

Sample Indicators:

,

a. lAre work experience sites created and utilized to
assist students whol have not yet done so to
identify career intierests?

b. Are counseling and vocational exploration experienAs
also being provided to assist students in understanding
how these work experiences might relate to future
career choices?

c. When and if students develop career interests, are
they then referred to appropriate voc. ed. classes?

Applicable DocuMentation:

--Students' EDPs, counse records
--Students' class schedules

4.4 For each dork,experienCe., a job description
which identifies qpecilic skills to be learned
on the job has bein develogedi this jobm

description_is the basis ot a plern: between
the student, wokk site supervisor and"staff
for achieving the student's goals.

1 2

aheck here

to address this item.

3 4 5

if your program does not intend

Comments:

91

Sample Indicators:

a. Xre thefe job descriptions for each work experience
site which ideRtify the specific joh tasks to be
accomplished and the skil1s to be learned on the job? '

b. Are the tasks and skills appropriate for the student
placed in the job?

c. Are-the tasks and skills written in such a way that
the students' performance and progress can be
evaluated? 41

d. Have the student, work site supervisor and YETP staff
reviewed the lob description and developed a plan

-whidikoutlines the responsibilities of,each in helping
the student to achieve his/her objectives on th

Applicable Documentation:

--Student's EDPs
--Work site job descriptions

--Work site agreements

work site?
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4.5 There is an attaiiin hed procedure for
documenting and eva ating the student's
progress in meeting performance goals
identified in a job description; these
evaluations assist in identifying
continuing employability needs and
provide a juStification for awarding
credit for the work experieres.

1 2 3 4

OCh k here if your program does not intend
to address this item.

Comments:.

9.

Sample Indicators:,

a. Is there a procedure to evaluate and documeht
lbe students' progress in meeting their'work
experience goals?

b. Does this evaluation process include all informa-'
tion needed to meet YETP and school reqdirements,
especially for awarding academlc credit?, 'Does it
eliMnate the need for duplicative evaluations by
school and YETP staff?'

c. Have work site supervisors and students been informed
in advance of the evaluation procedure and their
roles in that procedure?

d. Are the results of the work site evaluations fed back
into the EDP process to identify changing needs and 1

interests?

e. Are the results of the evaluation process inclaed
in students' portfolios?

Applicable Documentation:

--Work site evaluations

--Standards for academic credit
--Supervisor and student orientation materials
--EDPs and student portfolios



1

5.0 TRANSITION

5.1 The interagency agreement which structures
this program outlines program goals and
staff responsibilities for the transition

' of students to other appropriate.activities
at the completion of this program.

1 2 3 4 5

OCheck here if your program doee not intend
to address this item.

Comments:

10.

Sample Indicators:

a. Does the interagency_agreement clearly.outline the
responsibilities of each agency and,indicate how
participants will:move to other appropriate
activit.j.es After their participation is completed?

,

b.' Are individual staff aware of their responsibilities
in this process?

c. Are.individual staff aware of other activities that
exist?

Applicable Documentation:

--Interageny agreement(s)
,--Staff memoranda
_--School or YETP plans of operation

a -
542 Mechanisms have beeif establishedlto incieaS'e

studentel'Anowledge of and abCpss to other
CETA or education services, upbn completion

lpf or termination from the'YETP program.

1 2 3 5

EiCheck here.if your program does not intend
to address ibis item.'

Comments:

Sample Incticators:

a: Have gtaff been informed of the availability of and
eligibility requirements for other CETA and
educational services which might be appropriate for.
their participants?

b. Have students who are akooueto leave the program
been informed of the availability of and eligibility
requirements for other CETA and educational services
which relate to the goals outlined in their EDPs?

c. Is there a process for staff-to use in referring,
students to these further activities, and has this
process been explained to all appropriate staff?



5.3 For participants planning to enter the work
force, existing schOol placement programs
are coordinated with YETP placement
efforts.

1 2 3 4 - 5

DCheck herelif. your program does not intend
to address this item.

Commtfits:

Sample Indicators:

a. Are staff aware of placement services already
provided to YETP students by the school or
CETA programoperator?

b. Have model programstaff built on these existing
mechanisms in,developing placement Services for
program participants?

Applicable Documentation:

--School or YETP plans of pperation



6.0 Comprehensive High School Model

6.1 Using the resources available td the oompre-
hensive high school, the'"Let's Work Together"
modelhas enhanced students' classroom
learfiing by providing work experiences related
to their course curricula.

1- 2
4

3 4 5
4

OCheck here ti.f.your program does not intend
to address khis iiem.

Comments: Z4.

A

Sample Indicators:

a. Is there
Atempts
students

. f
b. How many

12.

evidence that program staff..have made
tb develop *work experiences for

Whfch relate to their coaPse work? 1

. .

sttdents have dctually had such work
experiences?

- '
c. Has students'. classroom learning improlled as a

result of thigs coordination?

Applicable Documentations

,

--Student school and work sIte attendance records
.-k-Teacher and employer evaluations of students
--Work site job descriptiofis .

.,

1

6.2 By provIding the YETP services thiough school

staff, students participating, in this model.
program have increased their knowledge of
career options and have enrolled in vocational
education programs which will.help them achiglie
their career goals.

1 2 3 - 4 5

OCheck here if your program does not intend
to.address this item.

Comments: .

9 0

SaMple IndiOators:
I

.A. Have employability development activities included
a discussion of career opportunities.in relation

to education programs available through the school?

b. Are.students increasingly identifying edUcational
goals in relation tatheir career goals?

c. After (or during) participation in YETP, have
students enrolled in vocational education programs
which Were nat scheduled in their initial EDPs?

ApPlicable bocupentation:

--Material& used in employability
4workshoPs 4

--Students' EDPs

--Vocational education enrollMent records

development
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6.3 The,Comprehensive High Scbool Model assigns

responsibilities which minimize duplication
and maximize the provision of Career
Employment Experiences and limited transition
services to students in the school.

1 2 3 4 5

OCheck here Ifvyour program does not intend
to address this item.

Comments:

13.

Sample Indicators:

a. Does the LEA agreement signed by the school and

prime sponsor/YETP operator reflect the model
and LEA agreement detailed in the LWT Selection
Booklet? If not, are the differences significant?

b. Is there evidence that duplication of educstiona

employability development activities has been
reduced by the implementation of the model?

c. Is there evidence that more students have received
services under YETP as a result of the implementation
of the model?

Applicable Documentation:

-LEA Agreement
--School and YETP records of services provided
--Students! EDPs

6.4 Staff of the school and the YETP feel that
the "Let's Work Together" model has improved,
their ability to provide services to their
students, wfthout overburdening any
individual staff member or one agency.

1 2 3 4 5

OCheck here if your program does not intend .

to address this item.

Comments:

a

Sample Indicators:

a. Do staff feel that through this model they have
increased their knowledge and appreciation of
the services both agencies can provide?

b. Is there any evidence that Staff of the school
and/or the YETP operator who are not directly
involved in the model program have voluntarily
participated in or contacted the model staff
to discuss issues related to the program?

c. Is there evidence that this model has increased the
workload of any staff in 'such a way as to cause a
negative reaction? -

Applicable Documentation:

--Staff correspondence



14.

6.4 To what extent has the implementation of the Comprehensive High School
Program Model_in your area reflected the model as described in the "Program
Models Selection Booklet'?

1 2 3 4 5

There has, There has There has been
been little or been some extensive variation ,

no variation variation

Please describe significant variations below in the appropriate categories;

Goals/purposes

Target audience

Organization/structure

Content

Staff involvement

Other

94



I.

6.5 To what extent has the implementation of the Comprehensive High School
Program Model in yOur area reflected the model is described'in your
proposal?

1 2 3 4 5

There has There has
been little or been some
ne Variation variation

Tliere has been

extensive variation

15.

Please describe.significant variations below in the appropriate categories:. .

Goals/purposes

Target audience

,Organization/structure

Is,

Content

Staff involveMent

Other

1

95
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GLOSSARY

This brief glossary is intended to clarify some-of the technical terms
used in this Handbook. If you have further questions, contact either a
representative of your public schools or your CETA Prime Sponsor.

Balance of State (BOS). The area which consists of all parts yof a- state
which are not within the jurisdiction of local CETA Prime Sponsors
and, therefore, are served by the State acting as prime sponsor.

Career Education. Learning experiences based on identifiable learning
objectives which may be infused into basic skills and/or working
skills programs, and may include career awareness, career orientation
and career exploration.

t

Career Employment Experience (CEE). One of two kinds of service-that may
be offered under YETP. CEE consists of work experience or onthejob
training plus career information, counseling (including career
counseling), occupational information and placement services:

Career Orientation. Learning experiences that emphasize the wide range.
of occupations available, worker characteristics, educational and
training requirements and relevancir of school subjects to the
occupational areas and that also stress selfevhluation of interests,
aptitudes and abilinies and their application to various life styles.

Community Resource TrainingACRT). A vocational program designed.for
small school distriots that features onetoone instruction util,izing
a resource person in the community. /

Comprehensive Employment and aining Act (CETA). Establishes -abroad
based program of employm t ihd training activities administered
through the'Department Labor.. A major focus for CETA youth
programs has been'to cooperate with local education agencies (LEAs)
to increase youth employability.

Comprehensive High School. A secondary school with a curriculum designed
to offer a diversified program to meet the needs of all youth,
regardless of their varying,interests and abilities.

Cooperative-Education. Within approved vocational progranis in the State
of Washihgton, cooperative education involves jobs plus the classroom
in. delivery of instruction. Cooperative education may be provided in
Agriculture; Business and Offfice; Distributive EducationDiversified
Occupations; Home Economics; and Trade, Industrial, Technical and
Health Occupations..

Diversified Occupations (DO). A vocationallyapproved program designed
f6r schools not large enough to support individual programs in
specific areas (e.g., Business and Office, Trade and Industry, etc.).

99. 160
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Employability Development Plan (EDP). A plan, drawn.up in conjunction
with a participant, which is designed to assist the participant in
becoming ready for'placement in unsubsidized employment. An EDP ,

includes an assessment of employability readiness, a desciription of
barriers to eriployment, and a description of specific employment and
training,needs along with activities and services designed to meet
those needs.

c

LEA Agreement.. Prime sponsors are required to spend at least 22 percent
of their annual'YETP allocations to serve in-'school youth pursuant to
written agreements between the prime sponstors and local educational
agencies (LEAs); these agreements may be either financial or
nonfinancial. Under a financial agreement, schools receive funds to
operate a program; under nonfinancial agreements, prime sponsors or
program operators run the program, with LEA cooperation. Usualy
such cooperation involves assistance with identifying YETP-eligible
youth and referring youth to the progre

Limited Transition/Services.. Services under YETP which may be provided to
all students regardless of their YETP eligibility. These servlces
are: counseling, occupational education and training information,
job referral information, placement:services, andlcssistance in
overcoming sex stereotyping in job deVelopment, placement and.,
counseling.

Local Education Agency (LEA). A public board of education or other
public authority.legally constituted to administer, direct or perform
a service function/yr public elementary.or secondary schools in a
city, county, township, etc.

On-the-Job Training (OJT). A service available under YETP in which a
student hired for a job and receives training while on the job.
Such positions are generally full time and YETP reimburses the
gmployer for up to 50 percent of the costs of training, fer a
predetermined training period.

Prime Sponsor. A unit of government for a population of 100,000por more
responsible for administering all CETA, programs within its
jurisdiction.

Program Operator. An organization which iontracts with a prime .

sponsor to provide direct serVices to CETA-eligible clients.

Transition Services. Services which enhance the value of a work'
experience for youth and which are designed to help youth make the

.transition from school to unsubsidized jobs in the4labor market. The
list of "allowable" transition services for a CETA project is
available.,from any prime sponsor.

Vocational Education. , Vocational education as used in this 'booklet
refers to programs which have been approved as vocational, by the
Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction. Such programs
meet a set of basic standards (available from the State

100



410

Superintendent's Office) gr all programa as well as specific
criteria'of the appropriate service area (i.e., Agricultural
Education; Businea$ and Office Education, Cammunity Resource
Zraining, Distributive Education, Diversified Occupations, Home aril
Family Life Education, Industrial Arts and Trade, Technical and
*Health Occupations Eduoation).

-
Work Experience. A short-term or part-time work assignment withja pdblic

or private nonprofit employing agency, which is designed to enhance
the employability of individuals through the deVelopment ofgood work
habits and basic work skills.

YETP. Youth Employment and Training Program. A'part of Title IV (YouthA
'Programs) of CETA in which it is mandated that.at least 22 percent 44).
each prime sponsor'elETP allocation ba.expended on programs serving.
,in-schobl youth. Such programs are to be run according to the terms
of w agreement negotiated with one or more school districts and
signed by appropriate agency represeq;atives. To be a participant in
a YETP in-school program, students must be 16 to 21 years'of age and
meet oirain income.guidelines..

r-
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"Let's Work Together" ,

Vocational Cooperative Education Program Model
(Small Rural High gOool)

Local Education Agency Agreement

purpose

This Local Education Agency (LEA) Agreement is one of several agreements
necessary to Implement the "Let's Work Together" model.

This Agreement outlines the responsibilities of the
CETA Prime Sponsor and the
School District in the Implementation of the Vocational Cooperative
Education Program Model.

'Responsibilities,

Thq School District agrees to:

1 1. Recruit potentially eligible students for the model program

2. 'Provide assessment and testing for participants, if appropriate

3. Prepare participants' EmploYability Development Plans, in
consultation with the prime sponsor staff

4. Enroll students in the appropriate cooperative education program
operated by'the school

5. Develop work experience sites and job descriptions for the
program participants

6. Provide counseling to participants as needed

7. Evaluate students' performance in the, work experience sites, and
incorporate the results of these evaluations-into the students'
EDPs and portfolios

8. Cereify the relevance of each student's Career Employment
Experience to his/her education and career goals

9. Establish standards for and award academic credit for students'
work experiences

10. Assist students in developing portfolios or records of their
accomplishments, whiOh can be useful in making the-transition

arfrom school to work

11. Through itS coopeiative education class, provide participants
ith employability development skills

105
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12. Provide supervision to the cooperatiVe education insttuctor in
40

the performance of his/her responsibilities for YETP in the
school

13. Prepare and submit required reports:and records, including
participant records, in accordance with prime sponsor
requirements

14. CoMply with all applicable federal, state and local laws and
regulatiohs,

The CETA Prime Sponsor, directly or through its YETP
operator', agrees to;

1. Determine and verify the eligibility of students for YETP, and
enroll them in the...Kogram, .

2. Assist school staff in the preparation of participants'

Employability Development Plans (EDPs)

3. Provide participants with an orientation to YETP and the'prime
sponsor's program; advist participants of the prime sponsor
grievance procedure_ .

4. Provide wotk s$perience supervisors with an orientation to YETp
in consultatidh with the school

4%

5. Provide supportive_servces to participants, if appropriate

6. Monitor work sites for compliance with YETP law and regulations

7. Manage the payroll for YETP participants, including collection
and verification of time sheets and generation of pay checks

8. Assist students in locating unsubsidized employment at the
completion of their paiticipation in YETP

9. Provide limited transition services to students at the
High School during the 'school

year, as requested by the-school (outline of transition services
curricu/um attached)

10. Conduct folldcpp,atudies,o6participants upon completion of
their participation, in accordance with prime sponsor followup
procedures

11. Provide Prime Sponsor lbuth Planning Council revkew of this LEA.
Agreement

12. Prepare and submit all required reports to state and federal
agencieS

106



13. Comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws and
regulations

Tbis agreement is effective from 'to '

It may be amended or cancelled by either signator upon tbi days
. .

'written notice.

Prime Sponsor or Program Operator School District

107
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a

"Let's Work Togethei"
d

Comprehensiire High School Model
(Large High School)

Local Education Agency ligreement

Purpose
Nla

4.1e
This Local Education Agency (LEA) Agreement is'One of several agreements
necessary to implement the "Let's Work Together" model.

This Agreement quElifies the responsibilities of the
CETA Prime Sponsor and the
School District in the implementation of the Comprehensive High Sch8o1
Model/

Responsibilities

The chool District agrees to:

1. Recruit rtentially eligible students for the model program

2. Deterline and verify the eligibility of students for YE2P, and
enroll them in tile. program

.-

3. ConduCt assessment of students'. needs and interests related to
education and employability f

4. 'Provide.participants with an orientation to YETP and the prime
sponsor's grievanoe procedure

5. Prepare and'revise as necessary participants' Employability
DevelopmentPlans (EDPs)

6.. Provide-employability 'development and education. activities and
.services 4includin9 vocationdl education) to stUdents, in
accordance with their EDPs

7. Provide counseling to participants as needed

8: Develop work experience sites and job descriptions for the
,program participants

9. Provide work experience supervisors with an orient4ion to YETP
7-,

10. Evaluate students' performance in,the work experience sites, ind
incorporate the tesults of these evaluations into tHe students'
EDPs and portfolios

11. Monitor work sites for compliance with YETP law and regulations

12. Manage the payroll for YET# particieants, including collection
and verification of Ume sheets and generation of pay checks

. in9113
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13. Establish standards for and award academic credit for work
experiences

14. Certify the relevance of each student's Career Employment
Experience to his/her education and career goals

15. Assist students in locating unsubsidized employment at the
completion of their participation in YETP

16. Provide limited transition'services to students,
regardless of their eligibility for YETP

17. Hire and,supervise all program staff, in accordance with school
district poliCies and procedures

18. .Maintain participant and program records; prepare and submit arl,
required reports in accordance with prime sponsor requirements

19. Comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws and
regulations

Tbe CETA Prime Sponsor, directly Or through its YETP
operator, agrees to:

1

1. Provide Prime Sponsor Youth Planning Council review of this LEA
_dor' agreement

/.

2. Provide supportive services to participants, if appropriate

3.- Conduct followup studies of participants upon completion of
-

their particiPation, in accordance with prime sponsdr followup
procedures

4. Monitor program for compliance with YETP law and regulations

5. Comply with'All applicable federal, state and local laws and
regulations

This agreement is effective from to

It may be amended or-cancelled by either signator upon thirty days
IkSd.written notice.

r

Prime Sponsor or PrOgram'Operator , School District



"Lee's Work Together"
Multidistrict.Model

Local Education Agency Agreement

purpose

This Local Education Agengy (LEA)?ogreement is one of,several agreements
necessary to implement the "Let's Work Together" model.

This. Agreement outlines the responsibilities of the
CETA Prime Sponsor and the School District in the
implementation of the Multidistrict Model.

Responsibilities

The School District agrees to:

1. Develop agreements with the school dietricts participating in
its multidistrict cooperative to assign them responsibility for:

a. Recruiting potentially eligible students for the model
program

b. Assisting in the assessment and testing of participants

c. Participating in the preparation and revision of students'
Employability Development Plans (EDPs)

d. Certifying the relevance of each student's Career Employment
Experience to his/her educational and career goals

e. Establishing standards for and awarding academic credit for
, students' work experiences

2. Determine and verify the eligibility of students for YETP, and
enroll them in the program

3. Provide'particiPants,with an orientation to YETP and advise
participants of the prime sponsoi's grievance procedures

4. Conduct assessments of participants.to determine their needs and
interests related to,emplaYability and education

5. Prepare and revise, as necessary, participants' Employability
Development Plans.(EDPs)

6. Provide participants with employabi ity developmen't,and
education activities and services (including vocational
educatiod), in accordance witti students' EDPs N

-)
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7. Provide counseling to participants as needed

8. De1.41op work experience sites and job descriptions for
participants

9. Proiride work site supervisors with an orientation to YETP

10. Evaluate students' performance in the work experiencesites., and
incorpbrate the results of these evaluations into the students'
EDPs and portfolios

I

11. Monitor work sites for compliance with YETP law and regulations

12. Manage the payroll for YETP participants, including collection
and verification of time sheets and generation of pay checks

13. Assist students in developing portfolios or records of their
accomplishments, WhiCh can be useful to them in making the
transition from school to work

14. Assist students in locating unsubsidized employment at the
completion df their .participation in YETP

15. Hire aod supervise program stiff in accordance with school
.district policies and procedures

16. Maintain participant records, and prepare and sUbmit all
required reports, in accordance with prime sponsOr requirements

.17. Comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws and
regulations

The CETA Prime Sponsor, directly or through its
YETP operator, agrees to:

1. Provide Prime Sponsor Youth Planning Council review-of this LEA
'Agreement

2. Proviae supportive services to Participants, as 'necessary

3. Monitor prOgram for compliance with YETP law and regulations

A

4. Conduct followup studies of participants upon completion of
their participation, in accordance with prime sponsor followup
procedures

5. Comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws and
regulations

7 1
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This agreement is effective from. to
) .

It may be amended or cancelled by either' signator upon thirty days
written nottce.

\

Prime Sponsor or. Program'Operator School District

1
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"Let's Work Together"
Prevocaeional PrograM Model

Local EduCatiOn Agency Agreement

Purpose-

This Local Education Agency (LEA) Agreement is cine of several agreements
necesSary to implement the "Let's Work atgeiher" model.

This Agreement obtlines the responsibilities of.the
CETk Prime Sponsor and the. School District in the
implementation of the Prevbcational Program Model.

Responsibilities

The School District agrees to:

1. Assist in assessment and testing to determine students' needs
and interests related to emplOyability anci'veducation

2, Participate in the preparation and revisions qf students'
Employability Development Plans (EDPs)

3. Provide education and employability development.activities and
, services to students enrolled in the prevocattonal program,'in
accordance with their.EDPs

4; Evaluate students' performance in the p;evocational program, and.
Provide the results of these evaluations foevse in revisions of.
students' EDPs

5. Maintain participant records dn accordance with school district
and prime sponsor requirements

6. Hir4 and,supervise prevocational'instructor in accordance with
schooldistrict policies and priceduret

7. CoMply with all applcable federal,' state and local laws and
regulations

The CETA Prime Sponsor, directly or through its
YETP operator, agrees to:

1. Develop agreemehts with the school districts paiticipating in
its multidistrict cooperative to assign diem resfonsibility for:

a. Reqrniting potentially eligible students for the program

b.. Assisting in.the assessment and testing of participants

115 1 .1.8



-

c. Participating in the preparation' and revision of students'
Employability Pevelopment.Plans (EDPs)

d. Providing educational and employabilitY development
activities and services to complement those provided by,the
prevocational program and the YETP. operator

e. Certifying the relevance 'of each student's.Ctieer Einployment
.Experience to 0Ip/her educational and.career goals

f. Establishing standards for and awarding academic credit for
students"work eXperiences

2. Determine and' verify the eligibility Of istudents for YETP, and
enroll'them in the prograth

3. Provide participants with an orientation to YETP and advise,
participants of the prime, sponsor's grievance procedures

4. Conduct assessments of participants' needs and interests related
to education and employability, in consultation with the
prevocational and area school district staff

5. Prepare and revise, as necessary, participants' Employability

Development Plans (EDPs), in consultation with prevocational and
agea school district staffs

6. Provide counseling to,students, as needed

7. Develop work experience sites and job descriptions for
A,

participants

8. ProVide work site supervisors vtith an orientation to YETP

9.' ,.Evaluate students' performance in the work experience sites, and
incorpôrate the results of these dvaluations into the students'
EDPs and portfolios

10. Monitor work sites for compliance with YETP law and regulations

11. Manage the payroll for YETP participants, including collectiOn
and verification,of time sheets-and generation of pay checks

12. PrOvide'supportive services to participants, as necessary.

13. Assist students in developing portfolios or records of their
accomplishmegts which can be useful to them in making-the
transition from school to work

,

14. Assist students in making the transition from the prevocational
program to other education/employment activities, and, at the
completion ofttheir YETP participation, in making the transition
to unsubsidized employment

4 1 1 )
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II
, 15. Conduct followup studies of participants upon completion of

their participation, in accordance with prime sponsor fOlowup
procedures

16. Provide Prime Sponsor Youth Planning Council review of this LEA
'Agreement

17. Comply with all applicable federal, state and local laws and
regulations

This agreement is'effective from tO

,It may be amended or cancelled by either signator upon thirty days
.written notice.

Prime Sponsor.or Program Operator- School DistriCt #

117 120
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Employability DevelOpment Plan

Riame)

I. Assessment

Describe assessment activities which have been carried out by '

checking the appropriate lines and supplying additional information
as needed:

General Aptitude est Battery

.Personal Intervi

"Basic Occupational Literacy Test

Oeh r (please describe)

II. Desired Competencies

Based on results af the above assessment, the following plan has
, Peen developed to show how needed competencies will be .attained.

_

Standard of Attainment or
Competency How the Competency Will be-Demonstrated.

. A. Pre-employment Date Attained

1.

A

2.

001

B. Work Mat ity-

2.

C. Educational

1.

2.

2.

2: 2.

D. Occupational

1. '

2. 2.

121
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The following service(s) will,be provided to assist in competency
attainment:

III. Updating

Career Exploration'

Work Experience

Job Shadowing

-

OnThe JobTraining

Other (describe)

It is understood that competency attainment will be reviewed
and at that time this plan will be updated and/or modified.

IV. Signatures

I have read this plan and agree to provide,services which will
assist the participant with developink identified competencies.

. (Employer, service provider, school counselor, etc.

I have developed this plan with my employment and training
counselor and agree to work on developing,the identified
competencies bY participating in the activities described in
Section II.

(Participant)

I have developed this plan with the participant and agree to assist

the participant with resolving issues related to competency
aetainment.,

(Employment and Training Counselor)
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT PLAN

I understand that this Career Development Plan will help me, my Work Experience Coordinatorand my Counselor identify a career that would interest me. ,

iiame

School

Fl

Grade Age Date

Counselor

Things I have done to start thinking about a career:

'
thought about the difference-between a job and a oereer

--talked to a person in a career I'm ihterested in
.filled out a job application
--discussed jobs witg: my parents/guardian/family friendi __teacher

taken career related field trips to
acquired a Social Security card/work permit

taken a career interest survey: Kuder Job 0 Needlesort Other:_--taken a career aptitude survey: --GATB ASVAB DAT Other:_ _ _
My high school courses that will help me in a job or career:. Please circle the letter A,B or C (A = classes already taken, B = classes I am taking this sMhool year, andC = classes I planvto take). You may circle more than one letter for any course.

A B C Typing A.B C Metals A B C Commercial Foods A B C PersonalA B C Bookkeeping A 3, C Building A B C Dental Assistant FinanceA B q Shorthand A B C Construction A B C Medical Assistant A B C HealthA B C Business Office A B C Woodshop 'ABCChild Care A B CvDramaA B C Machines A B C Drafting A B C Psychology A B C MathA B C Electronics A B C Auto C,Communications A 4 C EnglishA B C Other
A B C Science

My fdvorite classes so far in high school aie:

Jobs I've had:

v

How long I',ve had them:

Ones I liked:

..:because

Ones.I didn't like:

...because

Bose skills I have learned: --(ex.
-typing-r--Where-T-learned-them: -(eR school, family,

selling, fixing Cars, welding)
, j friends, self)
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6

a

8

9

Some experiences I'ye had t4p were important to me but that don't fit under "SCHOOL" or
"WORK" (ex. volunteer work, vaCation trips, hobbies):

/n my everyday activities, I naturally do some things well. They are:

Things I dislike are:

I think I would enjoy a job where I could:

work with my hands
b ui ld thin gs

fix things
organize materials

__plan ideas
other:

work.alone
work with others
meet new people

' supervise others
report to someone
solve problems

I hacte thought about A career-tioal:

else

Yes, my career goal is

give advice
be outdoors
be physically activel
be of direct.service
to others
earn big.money

No, I am not sure abOut my career goal.

I know jobs are available in many areas. Some of these areas are food service, sales,
office, child care, health care, auto, electronics and so on... ,There are many more to
choose from. Based on my experience, my skills and my interests, I would now like to
apply for a job.

1st choice: 2nd choice:

(if you're not ready to choose a job, ask your Fork Experience Coordinator for help.)

My 1st choice will let me do what I checked above in item #7. Yee No

My 'let choice will help me:

learn More job skills
learn more about my hobbies and interests
see what it's like to work
eatn money so I,can
work toward my career goal,

FOR OFFICE USE OdLY:

The student and I have aisoussed this CDP and have
agreed on a job-placement-beginnimg-

job site

Work Experience Coordinator signdture ,»'date

Related school/training:

Copies to: Work Experience Coordinator
Counselor
Student
YCTS area office

126

Student signature Date
J

The studeht and I have discussed this CDP and it
is relevant to his/her career-and-educational.
goals.

0

Counselor signapre date
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CS

experience-based
career education

1/4

LEARNING SITE
ANALYSIS FORM

-s'

Portland Pliblic SchoolsORB/PDC/ACD & JCATC

COMMUNITY SITE

Emergency Home Repair

DEPARTMENT/POSITION

ADDRESS/PHONE
11`

COMMUNITY INSTRUCTOR

SCHOOL STAFF

DATE

t
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-444

13

L -

0 ;
MAJOR TASK Basic Framina - Dia nosis

Submsks
(Check box for

'Student Participatipn)

MATH

(How well)

READING ,

.

(ow wew

1. Make an evalua- m
t.ion of the physical

....,..

condition and needs,

such as dry rot,overspan,
floors,joist, caUlking
or painting,

t

.

Applied: Measurement of
surface edge and width of
steps to see if it meets
codes. Some calculating in
writing and/or interpreting.
written job orders.

Fundamentar
,

Applied:

Code books

.

.

I
.

Fundamental: ,
.

Applied: Do accurate measuring
and ordering for amount Of
paint, nails, caulking, etc.

tfbill o maerafor lsi

- gallons of paint
- lbs. of nails
- sq.ft. of plywood

,

continued below

Fundamental:

APPlied:

Catalogues.

Code books
Manufacturer's recommendetion
for materials'

Instructional materials, such
as texts

.

Fundamental:

2. Write up an El
accurate job order

it theand compare to

Portland Development
Commission work order.

.

,

#
:

.

.

,

Applied:

-.bd.ft. of lumber
- linear ft. of trim
- sq.ft. of roofing and
siding

- ctibiC yd. of concrete'
- sq. yd. of floor 1

covering
so ft. of insulation

FuncGmer6i:

Applied:

.

,

4

Fundamenml:

3. Draw up,plans
for proposed jobs. Eil

'

,

,
,

Applied: Accurately draw to
scale, using (Ardhitectl,s
scale) ruler, etc.; include
an explanation of the scale.

- basic functions
,

- fractions

-

Fundamental.
--

Applied: .

Instruction texts
Read other people's sketches,

drawings

'

,

Fundamental:

Appfied:

.

Basic calculations
started above. Rely onisome

estimetion-of-stacks_of.wood
gallons of paint, etc.

,

Appfied:

Read igvoice

4. Receive materials x
and Check to see if
all is there and assess'
skillS-end Abilities of-
work force.

.

.

0

--i,,-

-

t



I.

Life Skill/Curriculum, Application
COMMUNICATIONS-

(How well)
SPECIF1CJOBSKILLS UFESKILL APPLICATION

.
APPhed: How to say,tact-

...,

fully, "your whole house is
falling down, lady:, but
we'll fix it." Interpret-
ing PDC work ordar and
explaining to others the
specific tasks,reguired

Fundamental' /

)
Work order vocabulary ,

,

Determining whether to
replace or repair .

9

.

How do state/federal build-
ing codes determine the
contdit of a work order?
(SoCial. Studies]

Hatirdoes home isahrovement
impact the neighborhood
dwellers'?

What is urban renewal and'
what are some results?

Auphet Accurately write up,

the Specific job order.
Verbally justify the
order by citing evidence.
Write up order and bill of
materials.and indicate who
.it should be sent to for.
decisions and payment.

Make labor calculaiions,
i.e., how many laborers for
how many days.

'

.

(Sociology)

When is a building permit
needed? -

How is a building permit
secured? (Citizenship,
Local Government]

.

Exercising judgment based,
on experience. (Critical
Thinking] i

Apphed:

.

.

.

Fundamental.

.

..' -

,

.4

.

,

-
Apphed: Free-hand sketching
can be useful-if drafting
materials and/or skills
aren't available'.

-,Funaamentar

International language of
engineering and architect-
ural drawing

Basic drafting

2-

Layout and.design of a plan
(Creative Development, Art,
Drafting]

,

.

. .

,

/ .

APPIlect SumMarize receipt
of materials and briefly
state that either it's all
there or what's missing il
it's not all there. Write
a report of materials
missing if appropriate.

,,

t

Accurate estimation of
whether job cat proceed
based on materials, work,
force, amd written plan.

.

'

.

, ,

Physical fitness and .

nutrition will be important
as Alaterials are received,

carried, staaked and used.
Physical characteristics
of tolerance to weather,
etc. (Health, P.E.,
Science)

.

....

/30



MAJOR TASK

,

Basic Framing (ft: Porch Re air)

Subtasks
(Ctfeck box-for
Student Participation)..

MATH . - .

-
, (How well)

READING.

(How we:1;

Applied:

.
.

.

Fundamental;
,

,,,-

m ppllu: Read job order and
plans. ,

,

.

Fundamental:

1. Dismantle exist- Ei
ing strticture.

.

.....

A

Applied: Measure surface to
cover 4 then calculate how
mUch concrete to order or to
mix. *cubic yards

,
Measure & cut lumber to con-
tain conCrete *boacd feet

Calculate layout for ac6essory

Plfggafitfl* *geo
me

t
rY

-"3 -4 -5

rule"

Applied: Read cement sack
instructions. Reading any
directions on 'accessory
hardware packages

*
,

.,
Fundamental?

2. Pour concrete
Ell

footings.
- Build forms.
- Shovel the eud.
- Implant accessory

hardware.

.

, .

lied:App Measure for level line Applied: Visual reading.of
on wall'to assure that all level
beams 4 joists are at sane ,.

level. Basic measUring for r
cutting wood. Calculate

.number of stairs, what size
..

for within a certein distance.
*ratios & relationships %

1

*fractions .
Fundamental Fundamental: ..

3. Frame the posts x
and beams that support
the floor and steps.
:. Put beams on posts and
attach to wall with
joist hanger brackets.

- Attach stair jacks
between beam down to
footings.

` ,- .

Applied: Measuring and pre-
marking

.,

Fundamental...

.

'ApOtied: Manufacturer's
instructions on how to 'apply
plywabd. Read grade stamps,
usuall/ on best side up.

-,0

Fundamental: I

4. Build floor and 3c

steps.

- -

Applied: total;ing cost of
materials, labor hours spent.
-hypothetical hourly

.

wage , etc.

*basic functions .
*fractions

Applied: All invoices, work ,

records, PDC forms

.

.

,

5. Estimate the 11
commercial value of
repairs made.,

-

1

..
132 -
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Life Skill/Curriculum Applications

*COMMUNICATIONS

(How well)

. \..

-SPECIFIC:JOBSICHIS LIFESKILL APPLICATION

. 1

'Applied: Listening ma and
following instructions.
Giving and relaying-
instructions.

'

FundamMual:
,

Safety
.

Discretion about what to
throw out and what to save-

,

,

.

Ecological disoosal and/or
saving of materials
(Science]

.

,

Establishing goals and
following through on a
task (Personal Development,
Psychology)

.

.4.

App"ed: TelephOne tachni-
ques if more of anything
needs to be ordered. Clear
communication with person
at other end of-the tape
IlinaSULEt .

.

. .

Coordinating actions and Chemical analysis of
working well as a team cementing process (Science].

.
Pounding, sawing, hammering.,
level, brace

. .

,
. . ,

Appropriate building term-
inology

..
..

Hand-eye coordination
.

Applimt
Cooperating With

and relating to others
working on same task

,

Fundamental:

.4

.
Drills, level's, plumb-bob; Investigation of wood
look tor "arown" and place 'products industry, etc.
crown side up. (Science!

-.

Looking into rercent trendsSPeed of work is important
of conservation, woodwhen working on a contract
products, etc. (Ecology,basis%

. History, Studies of the
.

Future]

'
. .

Applied: Cooperating rela-
tionships during
bonstruction: Written
communication of task
corioletion.

Funnamentai:

,

,

Determine size and grade of Study of weatherization of
plywood for floor.

.
building materials for
preventionlbf decay'

Know what each grade means. (Science]

.

ekT

-- -

Applied: Relate' this

written information to the
approoriate party.

.

,

Contracting Handling confidential
information (Citizenship,_. ....

Financing , Psychology]
..

,

Billing
.-

.
t 133 .
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MAJOR TASK

MC

Subtasks
(Check box for
StudentPart icipation)

MATH .

.

(How well)

.

READING .

(How well'

Other possible major tasks:

I. Foundation work
2. Doors and windows
3 .. Drywalling

4. Countertops and
cabinet-I"

. .

Applied:

'

Fundamental.

.

.

,

Applied

Fundamental:

1

1

4 '

- .

.
_

1

_

,

.

o

,

Appl ied:

_

Fundamenta l :

,

..

,
Appl led:

'

Fundamental:
.

.

.

_

-

.

.
_

,
Applied:

-

Fundamental:

.

Appl ied:

4

.

- Fundamental:

.

. .

.

,

. 0

,

Applied:

'

Fundamental.

,

s.

,

,
.

Appl led:

Fundamental:

"N

I

.34
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- . .

Applied:

. .

1

Applied:

4
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.



I

COMMUNICATIONS

(How well)

.0

SPECIFIC JOB SKILLS

_

,
LIFE SKILL APPLICATION

Appliecfz

Fundamental: )

.

,
\

,.

-

,

J...--/

1

Appl ied:

,

.

.7

,

e

,

-

e

.

..

.

. -

.

Applied:

.

Fundamental:

,

,

,

.

.

.

,.

, Appl ied:

,

It

Fundamental: ..

.

.

. .

.

.

.

.
,

.
.,

Appl ied:

,

_
,

,
.

.
.

.

.

,

....--.4

,

.
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Site Information
foi Student

Community ExplOratiOn

To be completed by the community resource person in
preparation for a student's exploration of that
Orson's job and workplace.

Marvin's General_Contracting %

Community Site
Carpentry

Job/Department

Address/Phone

Resource Person 1

School Staff Cootact

bate

/1

SuppIenentary Material for
Experi nce-Based Learning:
How tolMake the Communitl Your Classrooms

,

L 1 3 5

North t IgionaI Educational Laboratory

4
1 r

137



.SPECIAL CONDITIONS

1111

. Site Initrmation

\

' Physical.Requirements

Please check or enter descriptions of those requireTents that apply
to your work:

4 .
.

x HeaVy, lifting heamn, concreteA

138

y Caxriing inpamg, rndOing ilundltq sa

y Stooping anA rrawling-.-nnAvornoat.h. at.tira

; X Standing long periods all day long
,A

no' Sitting long beriods Nol Zero!

no Ppecial Voice qualities

no Tolerance for nOiee Sti;te Dept: of'Health req. ear protection7-
\ ,Pb*lishedby state 7 equivalent to federal OSHA

no Special appearanCe.-

.

? Tolerance for odors
/

no Driving ability

Pleale list any other special physical-xe4direments

weather,conditions with physical preparation

tolerant to extreme

Clothing, Equipment Rgiuieements

,
Driver's liiensezas_pard hatypq.oyOrallsp,..3 ain, foul-weaher gear

X Uniform safety boots oi'ehoes- t.

7
x Other carpenter's belt is recommended

_

SafetY Conditions

Please describe special safety restraints or conditions at your job sAite:

OSHA state eq valent (state safety manualr-4
I.

If

,
L 1

4-



, COMMUNITY EXPLORATION

TOOLS, MATERIALS AND LEARNING. RESOURCES
AVAILABLE FOR ,STUDENT USE AT THE SITE

Tools unique to

12' tape
cross cut saw
rip saw
28" level
screw drivers
nAil sets
putty knife
chisel

this jobs:

. 2' prY bar
fiatbar

combination square
chalk box
catspaw
utility knife
plieri ,

Precision instruments:-

builders transit
plumb bob
level
miter

Work_samples and-materials:

allselabove

-Ns Heavy equipment:

moo

ala

Office machines Utypewriters, calculators, adding machines, etc.)

caluclator could be usefyl

AUdiovisual materials (films,'tapes, siides, video tapes).and
equipment (prOjeciors, recorders, cameras) the_student-might-use4

perhaps photography for promotion

Caw

Special classes the studblt might bp able to take:

Nue print reading
surveying-

apprenticeship prograns are all possibilities for the student

137 139



ritation

READING MATERIALS CHECKLIST

Which of these are available to students at your site?

aJob'application forms

Notices and signS) on job site

EDForma (order forms, invoices)

O Catalogs.

0.Brochures or-printed advertising

O Manuals and written instruotions

O Sdhedules or lists

O Account statements

O Letters, memos, notes (a sampling)

Reports, pamphlets or articles in publications

Telephone lists or lists of extensions

O Address lists

0 Labels or writing on packages

12 Union contracts

O personnel tests regularly adminisstered

ElAny other'sPecific work-related materials

0 List others

140

"Uniform building code"

Stodk catalogues

Plar;s and blue prints

using-the list-above-asa-referencev select three pieces of-writtmT---
.nateria/ you feel must be read in order to do the job satisfactorily.

Uni-forst-Building-Codel



COMUNITii EXPLORATION

BASIC SKILLS ASSESSMENT

60MMUNICATIONS SKILLS

.

-Describe three communications tasks essential to Jtisfactory
performance of the job the student' will be exploring. Describethe tasks below.

Your role will be to help the student understand these tasks and
how they are used in your work. As the student tries to performthese tasks, evaluate the student's efforts. ,Indicate whether ornot the student can perform the tasks and then sign the student's
copy of the Exploration Record.

Description of tasks:

I.
2. (See below)

If you cannot readily think of_three_job-tasks-using communicationsskills you may wish to use the following as examples:

Z. Student will copy vocabulary list from page 45-.0f this
Site Information form and, at completion Of exploration,
explain the ,meaning of eackterm to the satisfaction of
the resource person:

2. Student wi.11 demonstrate the ability to read and,-use a
telephone message form by accurately recording in
writing a telephone message for someone.

a.

1. The student will demonstrate that he/she aan read the PDC
work order and summarize the proposed job to theentire

-group-of workers to,the satisfaction of the instructor.

2. The student will demonstrate the ability to reid and accurately
re ons on a bag of cement or other similar

building materials.

*

3. The student will_display the skills to work cooperatively with
another student and/or superviSor on a givin task that demands
'interpersonal communication.

1

141



-4*
ate In ormation _

'1°41

BASIC SKILLS ASSESSMENT

s-- MATHEMATICS

Select five mathematics tasks essential to satisfactory performance
of the job the student will be exploring or typical of work done
regularly in that job. Describe the tasks below.

p.
_ -

Your role will be to help the,student understand-thete-tasks and
how they are used in your work. As the student tries to perform
these tasks, evaluate the students efforts. Indicate whether or
not the student can perform the tasks and then sign the student's
copy of the Exploration Record.)

Description of tasks:

1.

2:

3.

(See below)

If you cannot reaaily think of job tasks using math skills, you
may wrslF use the following as examples:

\1. The student will demonstrate the ability to identify
by.sight a-half-inch wrench.

2. The student will figure out how much is 37 percent of
1 .$500 (with 100 percent accuracy).

142

1. The student will estimate to within 10 sq. ft. how many
square feet of carpeting is needed.to cover 3 specified
rooms in a house.

42. The student will calculate how much siding is needed to ,

r-a-roof- that is 24-ft-at-the-base-with-a-41"'pitch.:

3: In a repair job replacing 2 x 4'srthe student will
accurately measure-how--many-board-fe
cover a 10' x 8' wall area.



. swami, xxfsomintztr:

SPECIAL VOCABULARY

List any special vocabulary a person needs in order to perform this
job. It will be the student's responsibility to find the meanings
of these terms before leaving yqur site.

1. insulation

2. weatherization

3. sub-standard,

4. install;

'5.; building permit

rehabilitatioh

7. reitoration

8T-joist-

9.'work order

10. bill of materials

11. invoice

12. purchase order

13. inspection

14. leverage

15. hlcrum

16. ton e and roove

17. drywall

18. apprenticeship

19. journeymad

20. commercial value

A

141
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-

Pariicipant

Worksite

Job Title

KING COUNTY WORK TRAINING PROGRAM

14ORK PROGRESS REPORT

Team

WTP Counselor

'SupervisOr

Reporting Period
INSTRUCTIONS: First, pai;ticipant and supervisor each complete rating,independently. Then, they both meet together to complete final evcauation.
5' Doing excellent -7 Doing very 77 Doing an

2
Doing a fair Frot.doing an1job;at entrF good job as _Lacceptable job as trainee; acceptablelevel or better, trainee. job as trainee. needs to improve. iob as trainee._

BASIC WORK BEHAVIORS JOBPERFMANCE
Ramm

--),
0241NTSDEPENDABILITY .

Works scheduled hours
&vv. Part.

'Gets to work on time ,

Completes assigned tasks

INITIATIVE -

Works well without
close supervision

,

.

.Sticks to assigned task without
needing -cons-tant re-ml.ndsng
Does extra things pithout
being told

FOLLOWS DIRECTIONS

ATTITUDES' .
.

Does his/her best even when given
tasks s/he doesn't like to do .

Accepts coftstructive
criticism

\

1
.

Gets along with supervisor
.

Gets a o g with other workers ,

WEARS RIcW1 CLOTHING FOR
THIS JOB

,-0---OTHER

,

SPECIFIC JOB SKILLS - 5pecific skills the is to learn .1 1
participant

an. ra g.iob. 4-Plear---

1. .

2. .

3.
.

,

_.

5. .

articipant signature an ate

White copy -

Yellow copy -

Pink copy -

Gold copy

Counselor
Supervisor
Participant

Partitipant worksheet

Supervisor signature and date

For WTP use only:

EDP UPDATE

(Counselor initial and date)
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